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Illiteracy impacts the society of the United States socially, economically, 
physically and mentally. The inability to read has been linked to grim outcomes 
such as poverty, criminal activity, and poor health. By 2020, the term science of 
reading had gained traction in the educational realm rather than being isolated 
knowledge in the cognitive psychological research field. Even though research 
has shown the most effective methods for teaching reading, teachers in the United 
States were not aware of the convergent scientific evidence. School districts have 
the responsibility and moral imperative to provide effective professional 
development for elementary teachers to instruct students in reading. Elementary 
teachers should be equipped with knowledge and skills to teach students to read 
well the first time, when students were at their most malleable state. Researchers 
have studied professional development methods to increase teacher content 
knowledge; however, there was a lack of research concerning the demonstration 
classroom. The purpose of this study was to investigate elementary reading 
teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction in a specific professional development 
experience, the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of their own 
learning concerning the science of reading instruction. Participants in this study 
included 13 elementary school teachers who visited an ELA demonstration 
classroom for professional development during the 2020 spring semester in a 
large school district made up of 51 elementary schools. This study highlighted the 
relationship between key features of effective professional development and 
teachers’ learning concerning instruction based on the science of reading.  
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Chapter I: Introduction 
According to Cree et al. (2012), complete illiteracy was when a person 
cannot read or write, whereas functional illiteracy was when a person may have 
basic reading, writing, and numerical skills but limited abilities to make informed 
decisions. Being functionally illiterate meant a person may not be able to read 
medicine labels or nutrition labels, balance a checkbook, or apply for employment 
or home loans (Cree et al., 2012). As a result, there was a substantial economic 
and social cost to support a nation of people who struggle to read.  
Castles et al. (2018) further explained the indirect costs of low reading 
abilities, such as the increased likelihood of poor physical and mental health, 
workplace accidents, misuse of medication, participation in crime, and welfare 
dependency, all of which also have substantial social and economic costs. Cree 
et al. (2012) implored the nation to perceive illiteracy as a type of disease since it 
costs the global economy more than one trillion dollars each year, with one in five 
people struggling to read. The greatest priority of schools was to teach students to 
read and write because it was fundamental to all later learning, emotional health, 
and social health.  
Statement of the Problem 
Reading was determined to be a fundamental skill for life, including 
mental, social, physical, and economic health (Cree et al., 2012; Shanahan, 2020). 
Researchers examined literacy rates in the United States, particularly Tennessee, 
and expressed a concern about children not acquiring the reading skills needed to 
be productive members of society, which exposed a national reading crisis 
(Blevins, 2017; Castles et al., 2018; Lyon & Chhabra, 2004; Moats, 2005, 2020; 
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Shanahan, 2020; State Collaborative on Reforming Education [SCORE], 2020). 
According to the 2019 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 
poor reading affected about 40% of fourth grade students nationally—up to 70% 
of low SES students, especially Black, Hispanic, and Native American students 
who lived in urban or isolated areas (SCORE, 2020). According to SCORE, 
reading assessment rates were about the same in Tennessee compared to the 
national average. In 2019, the national average of fourth graders performing at or 
above proficient on the NAEP reading assessment was 35% and 33% respectively 
for eighth graders (SCORE, 2020). The Tennessee Department of Education’s 
student achievement data from 2019 showed only 32.8% of students across grade 
levels were meeting grade-level expectations in reading (SCORE, 2020). To 
overcome such dire statistics of poor readers, schools focused on preparing 
teachers to be properly trained in the latest research on the science of reading 
(Castles et al., 2018; Hattan & Lupo, 2020; Moats, 2020; Petscher et al., 2020; 
Solari et al., 2020).  
Researchers have studied and determined the most effective ways to teach 
children to read and write; however, this research and understanding has not been 
a part of teacher preparation programs, common curricula, or professional 
development (Castles et al., 2018; Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Moats, 2020; Petscher 
et al., 2020; SCORE, 2020; Shanahan, 2020; Solari et al., 2020). Castles et al. 
(2018) claimed the decades of reading wars, or disagreements about how to teach 
children to read, should end considering the wealth of research about the science 
of reading. Even though the psychological science researchers provided answers 
to questions about how to teach children to read, the research has been slow to 
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make inroads into educational policy and practice (Castles et al., 2018; Shanahan, 
2020). If research provided answers about how to teach students to read, the 
question remained, Why is the research not in the hands and minds of 
practitioners teaching students to read? The problem was no one had found a 
way to spread the content knowledge to practicing teachers in a way that impacted 
instructional practices to increase student reading at the time of this study (Lyon 
& Chhabra, 2004; Moats, 2005, 2020; SCORE, 2020; Van den Hurk et al., 2017). 
The purpose of this study was to investigate elementary reading teachers’ 
perceptions of reading instruction in a specific professional development 
experience, the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of their own 
learning concerning the science of reading instruction. 
Research Questions 
Research questions were important because they fostered my ability “to 
generate knowledge that matters to society and/or the larger professional practices 
under study” (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013, p. 12). I relied on the following 
questions to guide the study and to determine how data were to be collected 
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The following research questions led me in the study 
of teachers’ perceptions of the science of reading instruction after the teachers 
participated in a demonstration classroom experience. Furthermore, the research 
questions led me in the study of the demonstration classroom’s components in 
regard to Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework of key features of effective 
professional development. I utilized the research questions to determine the 
teachers’ perceptions of their own learning regarding the science of reading and 
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study how those perceptions may be aligned to Desimone’s (2009) conceptual 
framework of effective professional development.  
Research Question 1 
What were elementary reading teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction 
following the professional development experience of the English Language Arts 
demonstration classroom?  
Research Question 2 
What factors, if any, led to teachers’ implementation of instructional 
practices reflective of the science of reading through the Instructional Practice 
Guide following the English Language Arts demonstration classroom experience? 
Conceptual Framework 
Desimone (2009) suggested a framework to study the effects of 
professional development for educators and students. Desimone (2009): 
Argued that the use of a common conceptual framework would elevate the 
quality of professional development students and subsequently the general 
understanding of how best to shape and implement teacher learning 




Desimone (2009) proposed the framework (see Figure 1) to study the 
effectiveness of teacher professional development, which included a set of five 
core features: content focus, active learning, coherence, duration, and collective 
participation.  
Figure 1 
Core Conceptual Framework for Studying the Effects of Professional 
Development on Teachers and Students 
 
Note: The figure shows the impact of the five core features of professional 
development on teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, and instruction (Desimone, 
2009). 
 
Desimone (2009) labeled content focus as one of the most critical features 
for impacting teacher learning. When professional development focused on the 
content and ways to deliver content to students, teachers’ attitudes, beliefs, and 
practices improved, which increased student learning. Professional development 
that was content focused provided a connection between teachers’ implementation 
of learning and the intention of the initiative (Desimone, 2009). Active learning 
served as a core feature whether it involved observation followed by interactive 
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feedback and discussion, analyzing student work, or leading discourse among 
colleagues (Desimone, 2009). Strategies that supported active learning included 
observations, interactive feedback, interactive discussions, reviewing student 
work, and discourse among teachers and colleagues (Desimone, 2009). 
Coherence was the third core feature and related to “the extent to which 
teacher learning was consistent with teachers’ knowledge and beliefs” (Desimone, 
2009, p. 184). Coherence also included the alignment between teachers’ 
professional development, academic standards, and assessments (Desimone, 
2009). External factors such as standards, assessments, curricula, and professional 
development could be an obstacle to learning if there was not coherence with the 
teachers’ skills, abilities, and beliefs (Desimone, 2009). 
Duration of the professional development, including number of sessions 
over the course of a year, as well as the time of each session, was emphasized as a 
fourth feature of Desimone’s (2009) framework. The final key feature of 
professional development according to Desimone (2009) was collective 
participation, which was defined as discussions and interactions within and across 
schools, grades, or districts. The core features of effective professional 
development were associated with improvements in teacher knowledge, 
instructional practice and, although to a lesser degree, student achievement 
(Desimone, 2009).  
According to Desimone (2009), there were at least two central 
components to a conceptual framework for studying teachers’ professional 
development. The first central component was the set of critical features that 
defined effective professional development, and the second component was 
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forming a working theory of how professional development was instrumental to 
teacher and student outcomes. Desimone (2009) proposed the following: 
The model represents interactive, nonrecursive relationships between the 
critical features of professional development, teacher knowledge and 
beliefs, classroom practice, and student outcomes. As reflected in the 
figure, a core theory of action for professional development would likely 
follow these steps: 
1. Teachers experience effective professional development. 
2. The professional development increases teachers’ knowledge and skills 
and /or changes their attitudes and beliefs. 
3. Teachers use their new knowledge and skills, attitudes, and beliefs to 
improve the content of their instruction or their approach to pedagogy, 
or both. 
4. The instructional changes foster increased student learning. (p. 184) 
Desimone’s (2009) model included key features of professional development, 
which both impacted and were impacted by teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
and beliefs. The increase in teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs led 
to change in instructional practices, thereby improving student learning, which 
also reinforced the teachers’ change in practices and beliefs (Desimone, 2009).  
 In this study, I used Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework due to the 
complexity of teaching children to read and write, as well the nature of effective 
professional development. Both components, teaching reading and teacher 
professional development, were multi-faceted; therefore, Desimone’s (2009) 
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framework allowed me to categorize components of the demonstration classroom 
model and align them to teachers’ perceptions and outcomes.  
Significance of the Study 
The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) 
characterized reading difficulty as a major public health concern because reading 
failure has been associated with social ills such as dropping out of school, 
delinquency, unwanted pregnancy, and chronic underemployment (Lyon & 
Chhabra, 2004; Moats, 2005; Seidenberg, 2017; Shanahan, 2020; Van den Hurk 
et al., 2017). The Tennessee Department of Education’s student achievement data 
from 2019 showed only 32.8% of students across grade levels were meeting 
grade-level expectations in reading (SCORE, 2020).  
According to Desimone (2009), professional development was the most 
important work for improving education for students in schools. Professional 
development was the school district’s responsibility to ensure students were 
learning to read based on research (Moats, 2020; SCORE, 2020; Solari et al., 
2020). Researchers have found teachers do not have the necessary content 
knowledge of the science of reading, which limits teachers’ abilities to 
successfully teach students to read and write (Castles et al., 2018; Ehri & 
Flugman, 2017; Moats, 2020). Reading failure could be prevented and learning 
gaps between students from lower and higher socio-economic status families 
could be narrowed, even closed, if educators had the necessary content knowledge 
to teach children to read (Castles et al., 2018; Moats 2020; SCORE, 2020; 
Shanahan, 2020). 
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 At the time of this study, there was limited research on professional 
development focusing on the science of reading instruction for elementary 
teachers, specifically research on ELA demonstration classrooms. Luft and 
Pizzini (1997) conducted a study regarding the demonstration classroom 
experience for science teachers, as well as Bills et al. (2017) for science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) content. The North Carolina 
Office of Early Learning created a demonstration classroom for reading 
professional development but only included pre-kindergarten and kindergarten 
teachers (Ritchie et al., 2016). Other organizations and school districts 
implemented demonstration classrooms focusing on content areas such as 
mathematics instruction, classroom management, inclusion, or specific learning 
goals (Bruce et al., 2009; Gallagher & Grierson, 2011; Grose & Strachan, 2011; 
Robinson, 2016). The purpose of this study was to investigate elementary reading 
teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction in a specific professional development 
experience, the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of their own 
learning concerning the science of reading instruction. This study focused on one 
county that began the demonstration classrooms in 2016 for kindergarten through 
fifth grade teachers and in 2020 employed 16 demonstration classroom teachers 
for participants to observe and learn. 
Description of the Terms 
I included a description of terms that were integral to this study to provide 
clarity and specificity. Furthermore, I referred to my research questions to select 
terms to include. These terms may not be commonly known or may be 
misunderstood without the additional explanation.  
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Demonstration Classroom 
For the purposes of this study, I described demonstration classrooms as a 
specific classroom which was used to provide science of reading professional 
development for kindergarten through fifth grade teachers. Previous research on 
demonstration classrooms focused on science or STEM content rather than 
reading (Bills et al., 2017; Luft & Pizzini, 1997). The demonstration classroom 
teachers in this study were highly trained reading teachers and received monthly 
feedback concerning their instruction from district-wide content specialists and 
facilitators. The demonstration classroom experience included active participation 
and reflection for administrators, instructional coaches, and teachers. The 
demonstration classroom teachers model instruction for other colleagues who 
sought to learn about the types of instructional shifts necessary to implement 
practices reflective of the science of reading. Visiting colleagues observed the 
English Language Arts (ELA) instructional block in its entirety, which included 
whole group instruction, small group instruction, and writing in response to text. 
After the visiting teachers observed the ELA block, the visitors had the 
opportunity to debrief with the demonstration classroom teacher for 
individualized feedback and active discourse. The observation and debrief 
conversation was anchored in the Instructional Practice Guide (IPG), which was a 
document outlining the core actions of the science of reading for teachers in the 
district. In this study, I investigated the specific form of professional 
development, the demonstration classroom, which included more than merely 
colleagues modeling demonstration lessons.  
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Elementary Teachers 
For the purpose of this study, I defined elementary teachers as those who 
teach kindergarten through fifth grade. Some teachers may teach in a primary 
school, which included kindergarten through second grade. Other teachers may 
teach in an intermediate school, which included third through fifth grade. 
Kindergarten through fifth grade teachers were considered elementary school 
teachers and had the responsibility to teach emerging to advanced readers. 
English Language Arts (ELA) 
ELA refers to multiple strands in the Tennessee State Standards, including 
Speaking and Listening, Reading Literature, Reading Informational Text, 
Foundational Literacy, and Writing. For the purpose of this study, elementary 
teachers observed a demonstration classroom teacher’s ELA instructional block, 
which included more than reading instruction. The participants observed 
instruction on speaking and listening, decoding, spelling, reading, fluency, 
vocabulary, comprehension, and writing in response to reading. 
Instructional Practice Guide (IPG) 
For the purposes of this study, instructional practices referred to those on 
the IPG, which the district altered from the document Student Achievement 
Partners developed (Achieve the Core, 2019). The district IPG (see Appendix A) 
prioritizes ELA standards-aligned instructional content and names specific 
observable instructional practices for each. Specific instructional methods were 
included on the IPG, including guidance for culture of learning, foundational 
standards, reading, talking, and writing. The demonstration classrooms were 
unlike demonstration or model lessons due to the debriefing conversation between 
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the demonstration teacher and the visitors. The debrief was a critical component 
of the ELA demonstration classroom experience. The IPG tool was referenced 
during the debrief conversation.  
Professional Development 
Desimone (2009) defined professional development as learning 
experiences teachers encounter across content area teams, grade levels, schools, 
or districts. According to the executive director of Learning Forward, , 
“Professional development is the only strategy school systems have to strengthen 
educators’ performance levels . . . and is the only way educators can learn so they 
are able to better their performance and raise student achievement” (Mizell, 2010, 
p. 3). Professional development included a variety of delivery methods, such as 
conferences, workshops, seminars, collaborative learning on teams, or college 
courses, as well as informal settings such as learning from a peer (Mizell, 2010). 
For the purpose of this study, professional development included teachers 
observing an ELA demonstration classroom during the ELA block, debriefing 
with the demonstration classroom teacher, and receiving contact information in 
the event of future inquiries. 
Science of Reading 
According to Shanahan (2020), the term science of reading referred to a 
complex body of research in psychology and cognitive science. Shanahan (2020) 
claimed it had been used primarily to refer to the pronunciation and decoding of 
words on the basis of basic research. The term encompassed more than 
pronunciation and decoding, however, and included “domain knowledge, 
vocabulary, reading comprehension, metacognition, oral language, and a plethora 
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of other instructional issues (e.g., comprehension strategies, oral reading fluency, 
read-alouds to students, text readability)” (Shanahan, 2020, p. 238). The science 
of reading included all methods or approaches that had been found through 
research to give students a learning advantage in reading. Such approaches 
included fluency instruction, clear purposes for learning, multiple interactions 
between teachers and students, guiding students to write in response to text, and 
teacher clarity (Shanahan, 2020). 
Organization of the Study 
In Chapter I of this study, I introduced the effects of poor reading on the 
country and explained the importance of having highly skilled reading teachers in 
schools to teach students how to read based on the science of reading, including 
the overview; the statement of the problem; research questions about teachers’ 
perceptions of the demonstration classroom experience and instructional practices 
for teaching reading; the conceptual framework from Desimone (2009) on 
effective professional development; the significance of the project; and a 
description of important terms relevant to the research study. 
In Chapter II, I included a thorough review of the literature, including the 
state of reading in the United States, the science of reading, the importance of 
teacher content knowledge, and professional development experiences, such as 
demonstration classrooms. In Chapter III, I discussed the qualitative research 
study within one southeastern school district conducted by collecting and 
analyzing interview data and observational data from elementary school reading 
teachers after visiting a demonstration classroom. In Chapter IV, I presented the 
analyzed data using open and axial coding to determine themes to my research 
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questions (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Finally, in Chapter V, I summarized the 
findings and considered implications for future research focused on elementary 
teachers’ perceptions of the professional development experience of 
demonstration classrooms for improved reading knowledge and instruction. 
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Chapter II: Review of the Literature 
School districts have had the responsibility to provide professional 
development that filled the gap between teachers’ lack of reading content 
knowledge and teachers’ instructional practices (Castles et al., 2018; International 
Literacy Association, 2019; Moats, 2005; SCORE, 2020; Solari et al., 2020). 
Researchers have studied methods to increase reading teachers’ content 
knowledge, as well as the effects of teacher content knowledge on instructional 
practices and student achievement (Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Martin & Dismuke, 
2018; Smith et al., 2001); however according to the 2019 NAEP, fourth and 
eighth grade students have shown only modest increases in reading achievement 
since 1992 (SCORE, 2020). I began this chapter by identifying and describing 
terms related to reading, which was integral to understanding the process of 
reading. In this literature review, I also included the following topics to expound 
on the critical research associated with reading teachers’ professional 
development experiences: the landscape of reading, the science of reading, the 
importance of teachers’ reading content knowledge, and professional 
development. I then reviewed literature concerning demonstration classrooms, 
which were the focus of this research study. 
Clarification of Reading Terminology 
The International Literacy Association (2019) defined reading as “the 
process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through 
interaction and involvement with written language” (para. 1); whereas literacy 
encompassed more of “the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, 
compute, and communicate using visual, audible, and digital materials across 
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disciplines and in any context” (para. 1). Castles et al. (2018) described the goal 
of reading as comprehending and making meaning from text, and the goal of 
reading development has been described as constructing meaning from print. 
Scientists have divided reading development into components or stages beginning 
with language or speech sound recognition and connecting it to letters (Moats, 
2005; Petscher et al., 2020; Scarborough, 2001; Seidenberg, 2017).  
As a student develops automaticity with letter to sound correspondence, 
scientists referred to this skill as decoding or phonics (Moats, 2005; Scarborough, 
2001; Seidenberg, 2017). Moats (2005) and Scarborough (2001) claimed 
students’ understanding of the written English system was critical for students to 
become fluent decoders and spellers so they could comprehend text and 
communicate through writing. Scientists labeled the process of decoding and 
making meaning from text or applying phonics as reading or comprehending 
(Moats, 2005; Scarborough, 2001; Seidenberg, 2017). Furthermore, Perfetti 
(2010) argued word meanings were central to comprehension and word 
identification. Finally, experts agreed fluency was the bridge between decoding 
and comprehending and included three main components: speed, automatic and 
accurate word reading, and prosody (i.e., a reader’s phrasing, pauses, stress, and 
intonation when reading text) (Fraenkel et al., 2016; Zimmerman et al., 2019).  
The Landscape of Reading 
The NICHD characterized reading difficulty as a major public health 
concern because reading failure has been associated with social ills such as 
dropping out of school, delinquency, unwanted pregnancy, and chronic 
underemployment (Lyon & Chhabra, 2004; Moats, 2005; Seidenberg, 2017; 
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Van den Hurk et al., 2017). According to the 2019 NAEP, poor reading affected 
about 40% of fourth grade students nationally and up to 70% of low SES students, 
especially Black, Hispanic, and Native American students who lived in urban or 
isolated areas (SCORE, 2020). According to SCORE, reading assessment rates 
were the same in Tennessee compared to the national average. In 2019, the 
national average of fourth graders performing at or above proficient on the NAEP 
reading assessment was 35% and 33% for eighth graders (SCORE, 2020). The 
Tennessee Department of Education’s student achievement data from 2019 
showed only 32.8% of students across grade levels were meeting grade-level 
expectations in reading (SCORE, 2020).  
Unless students learned to read well, children would not succeed in 21st 
century society (Castles et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2017; Graham et al., 2017; Lyon 
& Chhabra, 2004; Moats, 2005). Being an effective reader has had a positive 
impact on students’ academic success as students advance in grade levels (Ehri & 
Flugman, 2017; Moats, 2020; Van den Hurk et al., 2017). Researchers claimed 
there can be devastating educational social consequences from reading failure as 
well (Castles et al., 2018; Moats, 2005, 2020; Lyon & Chhabra, 2004; Seidenberg, 
2017; Van den Hurk et al., 2017). Castles et al. (2018) described the effects of 
society’s inability to read or write as this inability prevented obtaining necessary 
knowledge of both physical and mental health. Furthermore, inability to read 
increased the probability of accidents at work, misuse of drugs (World Literacy 
Foundation, 2019), welfare dependency (Moats, 2020; World Literacy 
Foundation, 2019), and participation in crime (Castles et al., 2018; World 
Literacy Foundation, 2019).  
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Consequently, researchers have suggested effective instruction needs to be 
applied on a widespread, consistent basis, yet teachers lacked the background or 
training to access the science of reading and instead rely on experience or 
instincts (Castles et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2017; Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Graham 
et al., 2017; Lyon & Chhabra, 2004; Moats, 2005, 2020; Seidenberg, 2017). 
According to Moats (2005, 2020), findings from the National Reading Panel 
(NRP) provided a blueprint for effective instruction and, therefore, 
evidence-based instruction and the science of reading should be implemented in 
reading teacher preparation programs. 
The Science of Reading 
According to Petscher et al. (2020), the phrase science of reading referred 
to the collection of “knowledge about reading, reading development, and best 
practices for reading instruction obtained by the use of the scientific method” 
(p. 268). Learning to read was not a natural process as some researchers once 
thought (Hanford, 2019; International Literacy Association, 2019; Moats, 2005, 
2020; SCORE, 2020; Seidenberg, 2017). Castles et al. (2018) wrote a 
“comprehensive tutorial review of the science of learning to read, spanning from 
children’s earliest alphabetic skills through to the fluent word recognition and 
skilled text comprehension characteristic of expert readers” (p. 5). Castles et al. 
(2018) summarized three themes of the science of reading: the progression of 
children’s early experiences of mapping letters to sounds to fluent reading, the 
acquisition of fluent word-recognition skills, and complexity of reading 
comprehension. 
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Castles et al.’s (2018) summary included the NRP’s published findings. 
The NRP (2000) was a panel of experts in reading research and education who 
performed a meta-analysis of reading research, compiling notes and results from 
other studies. The NRP began under the United States Congress orders and the 
United States Department of Education. The NRP determined reading required 
five skills: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and 
comprehension. The NRP (2000) defined phonemic awareness as a person’s 
ability to recognize, distinguish, and manipulate sounds used in a word; therefore, 
a child’s ability to mimic or repeat sounds and words through language was a 
natural process which activated the phonological processor in the brain (Castles 
et al., 2018; Moats, 2005, 2020; Seidenberg, 2017). The NRP (2000) determined 
identifying, segmenting, and manipulating sounds was a basic skill and necessary 
for decoding because each spoken sound, or phoneme, was represented by a 
written symbol, or grapheme (Moats, 2005, 2020; Seidenberg, 2017). Cognitive 
scientists recommend repetition and practice for the neural networks to be 
developed from the phonological to the orthographic processors to the point of 
automaticity so a reader’s working memory could be freed for meaning and 
comprehension (SCORE, 2020; Seidenberg, 2017; Shaywitz et al., 1999).  
Researchers suggested reading required a complex set of mental processes, 
decoding or word recognition, and knowledge based competencies, which include 
vocabulary, background knowledge, oral language skills, and reading 
comprehension skills (Blevins, 2017; Castles et al., 2018; Graham et al., 2017; 
Hanford, 2019; Moats, 1994, 2020; Moats & Tolman, 2009; Scarborough, 2001; 
Seidenberg, 2017; Tennessee Department of Education, 2017). As evidenced in 
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Scarborough’s (2001) Reading Rope (see Figure 2), both abilities, word 
recognition and language comprehension, were depicted as many strands woven 
together in a rope to produce skilled reading, which was gradually acquired over 
many years of instruction and practice.  
Figure 2 
Scarborough’s Reading Rope  
 
According to Scarborough (2001), the reading rope made the complex 
information of reading acquisition easy to digest, remember, and share. Most 
importantly, Scarborough claimed strength in one area cannot overcome a 
weakness in another. The bottom part of the rope, word recognition, must become 
increasingly automatic, known as constrained skills, whereas the top portion of 
the rope, language comprehension, become increasingly strategic or 
unconstrained skills (Scarborough, 2001).  
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Word Recognition 
Based on the word recognition strands of Scarborough’s (2001) Reading 
Rope, a reader used phonological awareness to blend the letter sounds through the 
words to make meaning, apply decoding to recognize or spell the word, and 
recognize high frequency words (i.e., words that appear most often in written 
language). Scarborough’s Reading Rope provided teachers with a visual, showing 
which skills needed repetition to the point of automaticity or fluency. Speed and 
accuracy of word reading tied fluency to word identification, and prosody tied 
fluency to comprehension (Fraenkel, 2016). Zimmerman et al. (2019) pointed out 
the reciprocal process of prosody supporting comprehension, and comprehension 
supporting prosody.  
Researchers found being systematic and explicit concerning the word 
recognition strands of the rope was critical for teaching students to read and 
includes phonics instruction (Ehri & Flugman, 2017; International Literacy 
Association, 2019; Moats, 2020; Moats & Tolman, 2009; Scarborough, 2001; 
Seidenberg, 2017; Shanahan, 2020). The International Literacy Association 
(2019) posited the intention of phonics instruction was to develop students’ ability 
to read text independently. It was imperative that students received phonics 
instruction and applied those patterns to connected text to build a strong 
foundation. Teachers used controlled, decodable texts with beginning and 
emerging readers so students could develop phonological awareness, decoding 
skills, and sight recognition skills (International Literacy Association, 2019). 
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Language Comprehension 
Scarborough (2001) presented other necessary components beyond word 
recognition for reading and comprehending text, known as language 
comprehension, which included background knowledge, vocabulary, language 
structures, verbal reasoning, and literacy knowledge (Moats, 2005; Seidenberg, 
2017). According to Moats (2020), readers developed background knowledge, the 
first strand from Scarborough’s Reading Rope, through reading, but the more 
background knowledge students brought to a text, the better their comprehension. 
The readers retained more meaning and made accurate inferences and connections 
to new texts as a result of the high volume of background knowledge (Moats, 
2020).  
The strands of the language comprehension portion of Scarborough’s 
(2001) Reading Rope represented the strategic, on-going, unconstrained skills of 
reading comprehension, as readers applied background knowledge, vocabulary, 
and language structures to texts. Hattan and Lupo (2020) added to the 
understanding of language comprehension concerning knowledge acquisition. 
Hattan and Lupo (2020) emphasized the importance of knowledge for all readers, 
including knowledge from personal background, school-based background, 
personal experience, language, and texts. According to Hattan and Lupo (2020), it 
was important for teachers to consider knowledge students had and knowledge 
they may gain from text since this would impact what details in text they deemed 
important and how they summarized the text. Scarborough (2001) posited the 
verbal reasoning thread represented how a reader applied interpretation of an 
author’s intent, such as making inferences, understanding relationships among 
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sentences, and drawing conclusions; therefore, the verbal reasoning strand of 
Scarborough’s (2001) Reading Rope included interpretive strategies to support 
comprehension, such as questioning, summarizing, predicting, and monitoring 
one’s own understanding (Moats, 2020). Scarborough (2001) proposed the 
literacy knowledge strand was consistently applied each time a reader 
encountered text, understanding genre and the author’s purpose for writing.  
Unlike the word recognition portion, the stands of language 
comprehension were not to become increasingly automatic for readers but rather 
increasingly strategic (Scarborough, 2001). Experts agreed it was important to 
develop students’ language comprehension prior to formal reading instruction 
through the use of read-alouds, exposure to diverse vocabulary, conversation, and 
manipulating sounds in words (Castles et al., 2018; Moats, 2020; Seidenberg, 
2017). Scarborough’s Reading Rope visually represented the relationship between 
word recognition skills and language comprehension, and Moats (2020) provided 
the following scenario to explain the relationship of reading and speaking:  
A child cannot understand what he cannot decode, but what he decodes is 
meaningless unless he can understand it. If this relationship is realized, a 
teacher will teach linguistic awareness and phonics deliberately, while 
linking skills to application in context as much as possible. (p. 15) 
Researchers suggested teachers with high levels of reading content knowledge 
made informed and strategic instructional decisions for students, such as knowing 
how to correct individual reading and spelling errors, understanding which words 
to use as examples and non-examples, and preparing focused lessons (Castles 
et al., 2018; Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Moats, 2020; Seidenberg, 2017).  
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Importance of Teacher Content Knowledge of Reading 
Kent et al. (2013) claimed teaching reading was a teachers’ most 
challenging endeavor due to the complexity of learning to read. Teachers 
equipped with knowledge of phonics or the structure of language made 
meaningful instructional decisions, analyzed student errors, and improved the 
language and delivery of instruction (Adoniou, 2014; International Literacy 
Association, 2019; Moats, 1994; Wegenhart, 2015). Researchers deemed it was 
imperative to understand the English language was complex and consisted of a 
deep orthography, which required specialized teacher content knowledge 
concerning how to teach systematic phonics effectively (Adoniou, 2014; Blevins, 
2017; Castles et al., 2018; Moats, 1994, 2005, 2020; Moats & Tolman, 2009; 
Seidenberg, 2017; Spear-Swearling & Brucker, 2004; Wegenhart, 2015). 
Understanding how to teach phonics without neglecting comprehension and 
writing required a high level of teacher content knowledge and must have been 
implemented as early as kindergarten (Moats, 1994, 2020; Moats & Tolman, 
2009; Seidenberg, 2017; Van den Hurk et al., 2017; Wegenhart, 2015). According 
to Clark et al. (2017), principals should work closely with novice teachers to fill 
in the missing content knowledge gaps to support reading instruction for students. 
Researchers suggested novice teachers needed even more specialized content 
knowledge, as well as pedagogical content knowledge, compared to their 
experienced teacher counterparts (Clark et al., 2017; Washburn et al., 2011; 
Wijekumar et al., 2019).  
Teacher content knowledge of teaching the structure of the English 
language to primary students was critical to student achievement (Moats, 1994, 
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2005, 2020; NRP, 2000). After students mastered foundational skills, such as 
phonemic awareness, the alphabetic principle, phonics, and simple spelling 
patterns, students were prepared to tackle multisyllabic words and complex text 
(Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Moats, 1994, 2005, 2020; Moats & Tolman, 2009; 
Shaywitz et al., 1999; Seidenberg, 2017). Student performance in kindergarten 
through second grade, or the primary grades, directly impacted preparedness for 
reading and writing in third through fifth grade (Graham et al., 2017). If students 
lacked the foundational skills of reading and writing in third through fifth grades, 
the likelihood of the teacher having sufficient content knowledge to fill the gaps 
was minimal (Brindle et al., 2015). Ehri and Flugman (2017) determined a “need 
for better pre-service teacher preparation coupled with appropriate curricula and 
[professional development] from districts to improve students’ reading 
achievement” (p. 426). Ehri and Flugman (2017) highlighted the difficulty of 
teaching phonics as it required a deep level of knowledge concerning the structure 
of the English language and understanding that spoken phonemes translated to 
their grapheme correspondences (Bos et al., 2001; Castles et al., 2018; Moats, 
1994, 2020; Washburn et al., 2011).  
Shaywitz et al. (1999) highlighted the importance of understanding the 
changing relationship between word recognition and language comprehension. 
Shaywitz et al. (1999) conducted the Connecticut Longitudinal Study from Yale 
University, which followed a group of 400 kindergarten students in Connecticut 
over 20 years to determine how reading developed over time, assessing the 
students to examine the impact of phonological awareness on decoding, spelling, 
reading rate, and comprehension (Shaywitz et al., 1999). The researchers sought 
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to understand how much word recognition or decoding impacted comprehension 
as students progressed through school. The researchers determined 80% of a first 
grade child’s ability to comprehend was dependent on the child’s decoding skills 
(Shaywitz et al., 1999). By fourth grade, about 50% of the ability to comprehend 
passages was accounted for by the ability to read the words and apply phonics to 
new words (Shaywitz et al., 1999). As students learned to recognize words, other 
components of reading, such as vocabulary, text structures, verbal reasoning, and 
literacy knowledge, became more important to the readers’ success (Shaywitz 
et al., 1999). The researchers assessed the students in ninth grade and determined 
20% of the students’ ability to comprehend was dependent on decoding skills, and 
80% was dependent on language comprehension and the variance remained 
similar when tested in twelfth grade (Shaywitz et al., 1999). The researchers 
provided important insights into how students made meaning from text as word 
recognition became automatic (Shaywitz et al., 1999). The researchers’ data 
refuted the assumption that older students no longer rely on phonological 
processing for word recognition and comprehension (Shaywitz et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, the data supported the view that across the life span, from childhood 
to adolescence, decoding words reflects primarily phonological activation rather 
than orthographic or whole word memorization (Shaywitz et al., 1999). 
Teachers’ Misconceptions About Teaching Reading 
The International Literacy Association (2019) reported the two best 
predictors of early reading success were alphabetic principle and phonemic 
awareness, yet many educators focused on whole word memorization or guessing 
based on context in kindergarten and first grade (Hanford, 2019; Petscher et al., 
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2020; Shanahan, 2020). Researchers found if students received instruction 
grounded in the science of reading, children learned to read regardless of a 
student’s socio-economic background (Blevins, 2017; Ehri & Flugman, 2017; 
Reid & Chhabra, 2004: Seidenberg, 2017). Castles et al. (2018) claimed, “Even 
now, there remains a wide gap between the state of research knowledge about 
learning to read and the state of public understanding” (p. 1). Researchers found 
teachers relied on previous mentors, prior experiences, or the internet to guide 
instructional decisions (Reid & Chhabra, 2004). Another obstacle was the 
educational jargon that made it difficult for teachers to make effective, reliable 
instructional decisions and, therefore, students suffered instructionally (Reid & 
Chhabra, 2004; Siedenburg, 2017).  
Furthermore, most teachers were trained using approaches that worked 
against research-based reading instruction (Hanford, 2019). For example, teachers 
were taught to prompt students to use the three cuing system, which taught the 
reader to look at the first letter and guess, use picture cues, or use context to guess 
(Hanford, 2019; Petscher et al., 2020). Struggling readers used these types of 
strategies, and yet, educators were often trained to guide students to use these 
strategies when reading as if these were effective reading behaviors (Hanford, 
2019). Controversy continued because the students appeared to be reading when 
prompted with the three cueing system, yet the students were using anything but 
the text to read (Hanford, 2019). As the text became more complex, with less 
familiar context, and eliminated pictures, students had no strategies to decode 
(Hanford, 2019). Similarly, according to Adoniou (2014), teachers used 
inaccurate strategies when teaching the structure of language. The researcher 
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examined 14 novice, Australian classroom teachers’ reading instruction and found 
most were using misaligned strategies to teach word recognition (Adoniou, 2014). 
For example, the teachers focused exclusively on how the words appeared 
visually, implementing activities such as tracing words, writing words repeatedly 
in different colors, or asking students to sound out words without systematic 
instruction. Additionally, teachers provided instruction concerning word 
recognition, but word recognition was isolated and not connected to language 
comprehension and text; therefore, students were not able to apply the instruction 
to reading connected text (Adoniou, 2014). 
Relationship Between Teacher Content Knowledge and Instructional Practice 
Researchers aimed to relate teachers’ content knowledge to student 
reading performance by analyzing instructional practices (Ehri & Flugman, 2017; 
Martin & Dismuke, 2018; Smith et al., 2001; Van den Hurk et al., 2017). For 
instance, Smith et al. (2001) examined how professional development could 
improve early childhood teachers’ instruction concerning foundational literacy 
and identified a link between changes in teachers’ conceptual knowledge and 
student performance. The researchers implemented a four-year professional 
development project focusing on kindergarten classrooms at an elementary school 
with approximately 85% of the students on free or reduced lunch (Smith et al., 
2001). The school had the highest poverty level, mobility rate, and number of 
English-language learners in the district, and despite these challenges, average 
student performance approached the highest segmentation score possible on the 
Yopp-Singer assessment for kindergarten students (Smith et al., 2001). One 
kindergarten teacher reported it was not the curriculum used that increased 
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student achievement but the way materials and assessments were implemented 
(Smith et al.). The researchers determined having job-embedded, ongoing support 
provided time and opportunity for teachers to think about students’ learning and 
guidance on what to do if the students were not learning. The increase in teachers’ 
content knowledge of reading acquisition improved research-based instructional 
practices, which led to the success of the kindergarten students (Smith et al., 
2001). 
Similarly, Martin and Dismuke (2018) investigated links between 
preservice teacher education coursework concerning research-based writing and 
teacher practices. The researchers compared classroom teaching practices of 23 
elementary preservice teachers from the same preservice program, some of whom 
had taken writing coursework and some had not (Martin & Dismuke). The 
researchers noted teachers’ who received the coursework engaged the students 
more often in sustained writing, as well as provided more opportunities to practice 
various processes compared to the non-coursework teachers (Martin & Dismuke, 
2018). In addition, the course teachers provided more explicit instruction and 
focus lessons for students as compared to the non-course teachers, who mostly 
provided procedural guidance focused on product creation. This study provided 
evidence of a correlation between teachers’ practices and content knowledge and 
concluded teacher preparation was essential in terms of student learning outcomes 
(Martin & Dismuke, 2018). 
Not all researchers agreed increased teacher content knowledge of reading 
improves teachers’ instructional practices (Cunningham et al., 2009; 
Van den Hurk et al., 2017). In a study of 109 teachers at 19 primary schools in the 
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Netherlands, Van den Hurk et al. (2017) found only 8% of the variance in 
teachers’ classroom practices was accounted for by teachers’ reading content 
knowledge. The researchers gave 109 teachers a reading questionnaire and 
observed instruction looking for three key elements: modeling of fluency, 
instruction on fluency, and increasing students’ self-efficacy of fluent reading 
(Van den Hurk et al., 2017). The researchers suggested more research was needed 
to determine the factors that contributed to the transfer of content knowledge to 
instructional practices (Van den Hurk et al., 2017). Teachers’ lack of 
implementation of science of reading instructional practices could be due to the 
layers between research findings and teacher practice (Solari et al., 2020).  
Professional Development  
Researchers have studied professional development methods to increase 
teachers’ content knowledge of reading (Camburn & Han, 2015; Clark et al., 
2017; Desimone, 2009; Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Kent et al., 2013; Martin & 
Dismuke, 2018; Spear-Swerling & Brucker, 2004). Desimone (2009) determined 
for professional development to be effective, it should include the following 
components: content-focus, active learning, coherence, duration, and collective 
participation. Researchers who conducted studies that included these components 
in their professional development model found a higher rate of success for 
improved instructional practices, as well as increased student achievement as 
teachers’ attitudes, skills, and beliefs changed (Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Smith 
et al., 2001). School systems hired literacy coaches in buildings to facilitate 
professional development and to impact teachers’ instructional practices (Miller 
& Stewart, 2013). Miller and Stewart (2013) explained the greatest challenge for 
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coaches to bring about reading instructional improvement was the teachers’ fear 
of change and evaluation. In addition, Miller and Stewart (2013) determined 
literacy coaches experienced difficulty in getting teachers to work with them if a 
culture of continuous learning had not been established.  
Teachers needed frequent observations with low-stakes evaluations as new 
instructional practices were implemented (Miller & Stewart, 2013). Likewise, 
Ehri and Flugman’s (2017) research revealed the impact of a comprehensive 
mentoring model of professional development to increase teacher content 
knowledge, emphasizing the need for instructional coaches to support teachers 
with a subject that was difficult to teach, such as reading. By providing ongoing, 
job-embedded, collaborative, inquiry-based, and reflective opportunities, teachers 
implemented challenging practices with a greater knowledge of students to 
develop effective reading instruction (Camburn & Han, 2015; Collet, 2015; Ehri 
& Flugman, 2017; Miller & Stewart, 2013). 
Camburn and Han (2015) suggested teachers were more willing to change 
their literacy practices when the professional development focused specifically on 
their classroom and students. The researchers conducted a study to explore the 
idea of professional development infrastructure and how it impacted teachers’ 
process of instructional change (Camburn & Han, 2015). Camburn and Han 
(2015) and Collet (2015) found embedding teachers’ learning in social situations 
with colleagues and instructional experts provided the most changes in 
instructional practices. With the additional ongoing expertise, the teachers were 
more likely to change reading instruction (Camburn & Han, 2015). Similarly, 
Collet (2015) conducted a study and examined the ways in which literacy coaches 
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encouraged and directed teacher change by evaluating the most effective forms of 
feedback to teachers. The researcher determined a gradual release of 
responsibility that transitioned from consulting to coaching, or collaborative 
conversations, most impacted teacher change (Collet). Collet (2015) concluded 
teachers appreciated the support and perspectives the instructional coaches 
brought to the table. From planning collaboratively to implementing the plans, 
coaches shifted recursively from leading to guiding and finally to reflecting 
(Collet, 2015). These researchers found professional development was most 
effective when the teachers’ learning included follow-up practice with 
instructional experts (Camburn & Han, 2015; Collet, 2015; Ehri & Flugman, 
2017; Miller & Stewart, 2013). These studies aligned with portions of Desimone’s 
(2009) framework of effective professional development attributes such as 
content focus, active learning, and collective participation. 
Ehri and Flugman (2017) implemented a study on a professional 
development model that included the effective components of successful 
professional development. The researchers implemented and investigated a 
professional development model to prepare primary teachers with the knowledge 
of foundational literacy. Ehri and Flugman (2017) provided the science of reading 
coursework to 69 kindergarten, first grade, and second grade teachers from 23 
urban public elementary schools in the greater New York City, New York, region. 
The coursework lasted a year and included monthly sessions with teacher 
mentors. The coursework provided a professional development model that was 
intensive, consisting of 135 hours of training over the course of a year, 90 hours 
of in-school training, assessments to measure teachers’ views about reading 
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instruction to determine coherence, and assigned mentors to practice instructional 
shifts (Ehri & Flugman). The 29 teacher mentors were specialized trainers and 
knowledgeable about how to teach the science of reading (Ehri & Flugman, 
2017). The mentor to teacher ratio was 1:2, and the mentors worked with the 
teachers twice a week for 30 weeks (Ehri & Flugman, 2017). The mentors’ work 
was consistent as each visit included a 45 minute prep time and 45 minutes of 
modeling and feedback with students (Ehri & Flugman). The mentors conducted 
monthly ratings during teacher observations to document instructional 
improvement. The teachers and mentors served 1,336 students, made up of at-risk 
populations with low SES and diverse language learners (Ehri & Flugman, 2017). 
As a result of Ehri and Flugman’s (2017) professional development 
model, students’ reading and spelling skills showed large gains during the year. 
Students met grade-level expectations at the end of kindergarten and first grade; 
however, the second grade students did not show as much success (Ehri & 
Flugman. The researchers suggested the lack of student success in second grade 
may have been related to poorer instruction since the monthly ratings documented 
lower scores of phonics instruction for the grade level compared to kindergarten 
and first grade (Ehri & Flugman, 2017). The researchers also noted the second 
grade teachers did not teach the lessons unless the mentor was present, suggesting 
some of the second grade teachers did not recognize the coherence of content and 
practice. The researchers also speculated the difference could be due to the 
pressures teachers’ encountered as students became older and expectations 
increased, including fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and mandatory 
assessments. As the students progressed in grades, so did the complexity of the 
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content, which made the instructional shifts challenging for the teachers, 
according to Ehri and Flugman (2017). The second grade teachers may not have 
felt confident to teach the content correctly; therefore, they did not engage the 
students, and the students did not receive the instruction. Ehri and Flugman’s 
study demonstrated Desimone’s (2009) core features of professional 
development, suggesting the intensive coursework as professional development 
increased most of the teachers’ skills and knowledge or attitudes and beliefs. 
According to Desimone (2009), a change in teachers’ skills and attitudes changed 
teachers’ instructional practices, which then increased student achievement; first 
the professional development should include five core features: content focused, 
active participation, duration, coherence, and collective participation. 
Demonstration Classrooms 
The literature on demonstration classrooms dated back to 1997, when 
researchers examined teachers’ learning concerning science content knowledge 
(Bills et al., 2017; Bruce et al., 2009; Gallagher & Grierson, 2011; Grose & 
Strachan, 2011; Ritchie et al., 2016; Robinson, 2016). The demonstration 
classroom professional development concept included orientation, observation, 
debriefing, action planning, and follow-up (Grose & Strachan, 2011; Robinson, 
2016). Luft and Pizzini (1997) introduced and studied the demonstration 
classrooms, and 20 years later, Bills et al. (2017) wrote an article examining the 
details of a demonstration classroom professional development program offered 
by The Center for Integrative Natural Science and Mathematics at Northern 
Kentucky University. Both demonstration classrooms intended to increase the 
content knowledge of science teachers but implemented different methods and 
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approaches (Bills et al., 2017; Luft & Pizzini, 1997). Other organizations and 
school districts implemented demonstration classrooms focusing on content areas 
such as mathematics instruction, classroom management, inclusion, or specific 
learning goals for teachers (Bills et al., 2017; Bruce et al., 2009; Gallagher & 
Grierson, 2011; Grose & Strachan, 2011; Ritchie et al., 2016; Robinson, 2016). 
Science Teachers and Classrooms 
Luft and Pizzini (1997) focused on the topic of alternative in-service 
programs, known as the Problem-Solving Demonstration Classroom (PSDC). Luft 
(1998) later conducted a study that also focused on the PSDC. Luft and Pizzini 
(1997) and Luft (1998) included the same problem statement, explaining teachers 
did not receive adequate science content knowledge in preservice education; 
therefore, current in-service programs were required for improved professional 
development. Luft and Pizzini (1997) assessed implementation of a 
problem-solving model involving teachers in a year-long, alternate in-service 
program, which included training, implementation, follow-up meetings, and visits 
to the demonstration classroom. Luft (1998) later explored teachers’ beliefs 
regarding this alternative in-service program in a second study. 
Luft and Pizzini (1997) implemented a quantitative study using 
participants’ pretest and posttest scores of a problem-solving model 
implementation tool; whereas, Luft (1998) conducted a qualitative study to 
explore teachers’ beliefs about the demonstration classroom in-service model. 
Luft and Pizzini (1997) used the Search, Solve, Create, and Share (SSCS) model 
of problem-solving as a rubric, which was created to represent the goals of the 
PSDC program. Luft and Pizzini (1997) used the SSCS tool to assess the degree 
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of problem-solving during a participant’s lesson. Luft’s (1998) did not use the 
SSCS rubric to measure implementation. Instead, Luft (1998) conducted 
interviews, focus groups, and observations to determine teachers’ beliefs about 
the alternate in-service program. Luft (1998) used focus groups for information 
that was difficult to obtain from observations, and the interviews were 
standardized after the teachers’ final visit to the PSDC. 
Luft and Pizzini (1997) reported significant (p = 0.10) changes in teachers’ 
instructional practice as a result of the PSDC. Teachers showed change in six of 
the eight SSCS categories; however, the teachers did not significantly change the 
approach toward cooperative groups. The researchers determined the PSDC 
facilitated the teachers’ implementation of SSCS (Luft & Pizzini, 1997). The 
researchers claimed the PSDC extended the content knowledge and provided 
opportunities to discuss learning with peers. The participants learned the content 
knowledge and applied the learning in classroom instruction as a result of seeing 
the SSCS in a classroom context. Teachers made instructional changes more 
readily than personal changes, which included beliefs and behaviors (Luft & 
Pizzini, 1997).  
Luft (1998) reported three important conclusions regarding the teachers’ 
beliefs of the PSDC. First, teachers had the opportunity to discuss practices with 
expert teachers, which individualized the learning for the visiting teachers. The 
teachers constructed different understandings of the SSCS problem-solving model 
as it related to individual practice (Luft, 1998). Finally, the in-service coordinators 
discovered the teachers’ underlying beliefs about learning and content knowledge; 
therefore, the coordinators planned effective future professional development 
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(Luft, 1998). The demonstration classroom model as a form of professional 
development for science teachers proved to be valuable for both the teachers and 
the coordinators (Luft, 1998; Luft & Pizzini, 1997). 
STEM-Embedded Demonstration Classrooms 
Northern Kentucky University offered a STEM embedded a professional 
development program for kindergarten through fifth grade teachers to observe a 
full time university master teacher, who was a former classroom teacher, deliver 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) instruction to students (Bills et al., 
2017). The program reached about 300 teachers per year, and sessions occurred 
four times per year. Each professional development session consisted of two 
segments: (1) observation and (2) reflection and exploration of content alignment 
and pedagogy (RECAP) (Bills et al., 2017). While the master teacher modeled 
best practices through teaching a STEM lesson to students in the master teacher’s 
regular classroom, teachers from multiple grade levels and different schools in the 
same district observed (Bills et al., 2017). After the instruction, the teachers 
engaged in the RECAP portion of the professional development experience where 
participants reflected on the best practices observed during the observation and 
explored science content, discussed how these best practices and content aligned 
to their own teaching, and delved into the facets of high-quality pedagogy (Bills 
et al., 2017).  
This professional development experience of the observation and 
reflection contained four of the five components of effective professional 
development according to Desimone (2009): content focus, active learning, 
coherence, and active participation. The fifth component of effective professional 
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development, duration, was also addressed as the participants were then asked to 
implement the lessons with their own students and teachers in other buildings 
(Bills et al., 2017; Desimone, 2009). As Desimone (2009) posited, an increase in 
teachers’ knowledge and skills resulted when the five components of professional 
development were implemented.  
Bills et al. (2017) reported successful outcomes from the demonstration 
classrooms. The participants expressed an increase in designing high quality 
science experiences as a result of observing a diverse range of teaching practices 
such as group work, writing, collecting and organizing data, making scientific 
arguments, and engineering tasks (Bills et al., 2017). The demonstration 
classroom program leaders gathered three years of surveys and interviews which 
pointed to the importance of teachers observing a highly structured lesson model 
and the use of appropriate instructional materials (Bills et al., 2017). Based on the 
interviews, teachers reported seeing the lesson model occur in a series of live 
demonstrations gave them a much better understanding of what it looked like to 
enact the model (Bills et al., 2017). Furthermore, the teachers reported learning 
from watching how students responded to various strategies.  
Bills et al. (2017) quoted a participant sharing the importance of the 
demonstration classroom experience: "Nothing beats being able to actually 
observe lessons using engaged students. I learn the most by being in other 
classrooms and observing” (p. 34). The demonstration classroom provided a 
professional development experience where teachers “not only learn about how to 
apply the NGSS to their science teaching, but that it has provided teachers with 
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new strategies for planning and enacting creative, inter-disciplinary, engaging 
STEM teaching” (Bills et al., 2017, p. 34).  
Pre-K–Kindergarten Demonstration Classrooms 
 North Carolina Office of Early Learning also designed a demonstration 
classroom program but focused on developing teachers’ content knowledge of 
emergent reading for preschool children of different backgrounds and abilities 
(Ritchie et al., 2016). The North Carolina Office of Early Learning created the 
demonstration classroom in 2001, and the program expanded to encompass 
learning and development in five domains: approaches to play and learning, 
emotional and social development, health and physical development, language 
development and communication, and cognitive development (Ritchie et al., 
2016). The creators aspired to improve teacher effectiveness and classroom 
practices, to consider the needs of the whole child, to develop a continuous 
transition from Pre-K to kindergarten to first grade, and to promote collaboration 
among colleagues across the district. When the program expanded to 
kindergarten, there was a focus on standards, curriculum, assessment, and 
instructional practices. The program consisted of 14 demonstration classrooms 
representing a variety of geographically and economically diverse communities 
and was open to anyone in the state interested in observing (Ritchie et al., 2016). 
Ritchie et al. reported teachers benefitted from the demonstration classroom 
experience because the teachers’ felt conflicted due to mandates of teaching 
isolated skills and prescribed curriculum and the knowledge of the importance of 
play, choice, and collaboration. This was consistent with one of Desimone’s 
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(2009) core features of effective professional development, coherence, between 
the participants’ learning and the participants’ knowledge or beliefs. 
The North Carolina Office of Early Learning created a steering committee 
as part of the demonstration classroom tasked with ensuring the quality of the 
project and making recommendations about funding, personnel, and program 
goals (Ritchie et al., 2016). This diverse group gathered regularly to plan and 
evaluate professional development for demonstration program teachers and 
administrators and to think of ways to improve, expand, and disseminate 
information from the project to wider audiences (Ritchie et al., 2016). Desimone 
(2009) posited this type of content-focused quality assurance increased the 
likelihood of teachers transferring knowledge to instructional practices. 
The North Carolina Office of Early Learning worked to maintain the 
demonstration classroom teacher quality (Ritchie et al., 2016). Ritchie et al. 
recounted the quality assurance procedures such as the use of the Classroom 
Assessment Scoring System (Pianta et al., 2008), which was an observation 
measure designed to rate 10 dimensions of quality for teacher–child interactions 
across three domains (i.e., emotional climate, classroom organization, and 
instructional support). The demonstration program teachers and administrators 
used the data to make instructional and professional decisions for the future 
(Ritchie et al.). In addition, the demonstration classroom teachers were allocated 
funding for the additional work and expertise (Ritchie et al., 2016). 
Similar to Northern Kentucky’s demonstration classrooms, the teachers 
involved in the North Carolina demonstration classroom observations participated 
in a debriefing session (Ritchie et al., 2016). The North Carolina demonstration 
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classroom experience did not include a component requiring participants to 
implement lessons learned in teachers’ respective classrooms or share learning 
with immediate colleagues like the Northern Kentucky’s demonstration classroom 
participants were required to complete (Bills et al., 2017; Ritchie et al., 2016). 
Both demonstration classrooms in Northern Kentucky and North Carolina 
included effective professional development features such as content focus, 
coherence, and duration of learning (Bills et al., 2017; Ritchie et al., 2016). 
According to Desimone (2009), effective professional development also included 
active learning and collective participation; therefore, the debriefing component 
would have made the North Carolina demonstration classroom experience more 
beneficial for the participating teachers. 
Personalized Demonstration Classrooms 
 The Toronto District School Board, the largest in Canada, implemented 
demonstration classrooms as a way to increase student achievement by building 
instructional excellence through imparting knowledge and skills (Grose & 
Strachan, 2011; Robinson, 2016). The district hosted more than 380 
demonstration classrooms for every grade level with a variety of foci (Grose & 
Strachan, 2011; Robinson, 2016). The visits included the following opportunities: 
an orientation to connect with an instructional leader to share specific goals for 
the day, observation of authentic instruction, debriefing with the demonstration 
teacher, structured action planning, and follow-up support (Grose & Strachan, 
2011; Robinson, 2016). The district leaders collected data from the participants 
and determined a high level of impact compared to a traditional lecture 
professional development (Grose & Strachan, 2011). Personalization and 
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authenticity were the foci for the Toronto District School Board, including 
classroom management, structuring guided reading programs, fostering inclusion, 
or other specific goals the visiting teacher had identified (Grose & Strachan, 
2011; Robinson, 2016). 
 Robinson (2016) conducted a study to determine the effectiveness of the 
demonstration classroom professional development concerning the following 
areas: teacher efficacy, best practices, collaborative culture, student performance, 
consistent implementation of professional learning, and support for 
implementation of new initiatives. Robinson administered a survey to 51 teachers 
who had participated in a demonstration classroom during the 2012-2013 and 
2013-2014 school years. The researcher determined the experience was 
overwhelmingly satisfying to all who participated and effective in meeting its 
goals (Robinson, 2016). According to Robinson (2016), the teachers “learned new 
methods of instruction and felt validated in their own practice as a result of the 
observations, but only those who had worked closely with the demonstration 
classroom facilitator to plan and deliver a demonstration lesson mentioned an 
increase in their own sense of efficacy as a teacher or impact on their view of 
themselves as leaders within the district” (p. 70). The teachers reported they 
learned new strategies, new techniques, or different ways of approaching a lesson 
that they applied in their own classrooms immediately (Robinson, 2016). 
According to Robinson (2016), “One of the most important goals of the 
demonstration classroom experience was to provide teachers with support in 
implementing the District 32 high-priority initiatives” (p. 72). The demonstration 
classroom teachers chose all the lessons by ensuring they covered one or more of 
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the district initiatives; therefore, Robinson (2016) determined this alignment was 
the reason for the highest overall rating response from teachers. The 
demonstration classroom experience was developed to address teachers’ concerns 
with curriculum, standards, initiatives, and content; therefore, the positive teacher 
responses were a remarkable outcome (Grose & Strachan; Robinson, 2016).  
Conclusion of Review of Literature 
I examined literature related to the science of reading, the importance of 
developing teacher content knowledge, and professional development methods 
intended to improve instructional practices for better student results. One 
particular method, the demonstration classroom introduced by Luft and Pizzini 
(1997), was effective for imparting science content to teachers. Organizations 
implemented demonstration classrooms, revealing promise for successful 
professional development for teachers. One district used demonstration 
classrooms as a form of professional development focusing on implementing 
STEM experiences (Bills et al., 2017) and another on Pre-K to kindergarten 
reading instruction (Ritchie et al., 2016). School districts implemented 
demonstration classrooms which have also focused on mathematics instruction, 
classroom management, inclusion, and specific teacher goals. Considering 
Desimone’s (2009) five components of effective professional development, the 
demonstration classrooms met most of Desimone’s criteria. While I reviewed 
literature on demonstration classrooms, I discovered there was no literature on 
demonstration classrooms concentrating on the science of reading instruction for 
teachers of kindergarten through fifth grade. I conducted this study to examine the 
kindergarten through fifth grade demonstration classrooms as they related to 
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Desimone’s (2009) key features of effective professional development as well as 
the participants’ learning experiences in an ELA elementary classroom connected 
to the science of reading instruction. In the following Chapter III, I described the 
process of the qualitative design used in this study. I interviewed 13 elementary 
teachers about their ELA demonstration classroom experience. After transcribing 




Chapter III: Methodology 
To fill the gap in research dedicated to increasing teachers’ reading 
content knowledge, the purpose of this study was to investigate elementary 
reading teachers’ perceptions of a specific professional development experience, 
the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of learning concerning 
research-based reading instruction. The following background information was 
provided through personal communication from the JPH (pseudonym used 
throughout study) school district. During the 2017-2018 school year, an 
elementary ELA department in JPH, a southeastern school district, launched ELA 
demonstration classrooms, a model to extend professional development around 
the science of reading for all kindergarten through fifth grade elementary school 
teachers.  
Prior to the creation of the ELA demonstration classrooms, ELA 
district-wide facilitators implemented a Year-Long Reading Course (YLRC) from 
2013-2018, which was a series of nine, half-day classes for all kindergarten 
through fifth grade teachers on the science of reading. The YLRC facilitators’ 
training consisted of 36 days of learning from educational literacy experts such as 
Moats, Tolman, Dahlgren, Hennessey, and Fierro, all of which was funded by the 
Tennessee Department of Education. The YLRC facilitators then trained teachers, 
who were organized into grade-level cohorts, and modeled research-based reading 
instruction using the district’s adopted materials. As of 2018, ELA district-wide 
facilitators trained over 1,200 teachers, and the training continued for new hires. 
In 2018, the ELA department emailed a survey to the 1,200 teachers who 
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completed the YLRC, and over 1,000 expressed a desire to observe the science of 
reading instruction in action during the reading block with students.  
The JPH district’s ELA department selected the first round of 
demonstration classroom teachers based on the following criteria: completion of 
the YLRC, commitment to develop a growth mindset, motivation to implement 
science of reading instruction, willingness to receive feedback from district-wide 
YLRC facilitators, and use of the district’s adopted curriculum. For the 2018 
academic school year, the ELA supervisor and department members developed a 
rigorous application process, which required applicants to include video clips of 
instruction, photographs of the classroom environment, and lesson plans; 
therefore, some demonstration classroom teachers chose not to reapply. The ELA 
department received over 100 applications. The ELA department screened the 
video submissions using the IPG tool. The ELA department conducted interviews 
to identify the most qualified teachers in the district. 
During the spring semester of 2020, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, a 
total of 66 teachers, kindergarten through fifth grade, from the JPH school district 
visited an ELA demonstration classroom from January to March. The visiting 
teachers observed the ELA instructional block and debriefed with the ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher to increase content knowledge concerning 
reading instruction that was grounded in the science of reading. No more than five 
to six visitors were allowed to observe, and the instructional coaches were always 
encouraged to attend alongside the teachers so they could support learning in their 
buildings. In addition, the visiting teachers had the opportunity to observe the 
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demonstration classroom teacher during the ELA instructional block with students 
in a real classroom setting.  
Research Design 
Qualitative research originated from anthropology, sociology, and 
humanities and had become more accepted as a reliable method of research 
during the 1990s and into the 21st century (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The aim 
of qualitative research was to explore complex human issues (Marshall, 1996). I 
chose a qualitative methodology for this study because qualitative research was 
based on the belief that people construct knowledge over time as they encounter 
activities or experiences (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). A qualitative design provided 
insight from the visiting teachers’ perspectives and offered information to 
understand what the visiting teachers learned about reading instruction following 
the ELA demonstration classroom experience. A qualitative design also included 
methods to explore phenomena from a subjective context as seen through the 
participants’ perspectives and to capture the subjective and varied factors 
involved (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). To gather the participants’ perspectives of 
the demonstration classroom experience, I created a data collection instrument 
that was “sensitive to underlying meaning when gathering and interpreting data. 
Humans were best suited for this task, especially because interviewing, 
observing, and analyzing are activities central to qualitative research” (Merriam 
& Tisdell, 2016, p. 2). 
Case studies provide opportunities to develop an in-depth analysis of an 
event or process (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). According to Merriam and Tisdell 
(2016), the unit of analysis, or the bounded system, determined whether a 
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research study qualified as a case study. The research design for this study was a 
single-case study within a particular district where a professional development 
project, the demonstration classrooms, existed for kindergarten through fifth 
grade ELA teachers. This design provided me with opportunities to use several 
descriptive means for an in-depth exploration of a current learning experience—
how teachers perceive professional development demonstration classrooms, a 
bounded system, and its influence on instructional practices. I examined teachers’ 
motivation, understanding, and instructional practices implementation following 
the demonstration classroom observation and debriefing conversation. Using 
interviews, I learned about the participants’ perspectives concerning the 
professional development demonstration classroom experience and its influence 
on their instructional practices as reading teachers.  
Role of the Researcher 
As the reading specialist in the district of this study, my role was described 
as “the primary data collection instrument” (Creswell & Creswell, 2018, p. 205). 
Through the use of purposeful, criterion-based sampling and individual 
interviews, I sought to investigate elementary reading teachers’ perceptions of a 
specific professional development experience, the demonstration classroom, and 
teachers’ perceptions of learning concerning instruction based on the science of 
reading. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, ELA demonstration classroom 
visitations were temporarily canceled to limit visitors in buildings. As a result, I 
was unable to conduct observations during the visit but instead interviewed 
participants using Microsoft Teams, a video conference platform, who had 
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attended the ELA demonstration classroom during the spring semester of the 2020 
school year prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Ethical Considerations 
As required, I obtained permissions through the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) of the university and the district to conduct this research, as well as 
secured consent from participants as part of my interview protocol. Furthermore, I 
maintained confidentiality of all human participants involved including teachers, 
coaches, and administrators in all schools. I assured all participants that their 
participation was not mandated and would remain confidential, having no impact 
on their position in the county. I ensured privacy and protection for participants 
by keeping data and sensitive information secure and confidential in a password 
protected device. 
Addressing Bias 
It light of my own interests as the reading specialist in the JPH school 
district, it was important to mitigate any biases I may have held regarding the 
ELA instruction in the demonstration classroom visits and debriefs. I clearly 
communicated my role as an interviewer and would minimally respond to 
comments. I wanted the participants to be honest and transparent about the 
demonstration classroom instruction and debrief; therefore, I acted solely as an 
interviewer rather than a facilitator.  
As a reading specialist, I have extensive knowledge and a tremendous 
amount of passion concerning ELA instruction for kindergarten through fifth 
grade teachers and students; however, I also strive to continue learning about the 
science of reading because of the important work we do in elementary school for 
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young readers. In addition, I develop, lead, and facilitate district-wide 
professional development and have a strong desire to understand better ways for 
evaluating this work for improvement; therefore, connecting this research to a 
conceptual framework for effective professional development was a way to 
challenge any assumptions I may have held. I tempered any preconceived notions 
or hopeful feedback from participants by remaining trustworthy through the data 
collection process and through the data analysis process and sought feedback 
from peers for review. According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016): 
Rather than trying to eliminate these biases or ‘subjectivities,’ it is 
important to identify them and monitor them in relation to the theoretical 
framework and in light of the researcher’s own interests, to make clear 
how they may be shaping the collection and interpretation of data. (p. 16) 
With this in mind, I used the IPG tool and Desimone’s (2009) conceptual 
framework for evaluating effective professional development to guide the 
development of my interview questions. My goal for this study was to investigate 
elementary reading teachers’ perceptions of a specific professional development 
experience, the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of learning 
concerning the science of reading instruction. 
Setting: Demonstration Classrooms 
The following information was provided through personal communication 
from the JPH school district concerning the 2019-2020 academic school year. By 
2019, the JPH district’s ELA department established 16 elementary ELA 
demonstration classrooms ranging from kindergarten through fifth grade. The 
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ELA demonstration classrooms were located in nine schools with varying 
demographic populations (see Table 1).  
Table 1 
School Demographics of Demonstration Classroom Teachers 













A 564 .35 10.99 4.96 16.84 
B 387 .26 15.25 18.86 10.85 
C 1294 14.61 15.69 19.24 40.03 
D 562 13.88 11.21 52.14 60.68 
E 317 54.26 8.52 50.16 92.74 
F 479 20.46 14.20 45.72 61.59 
G 845 9.35 12.90 21.89 22.37 
H 238 3.36 11.76 32.77 36.97 
I 757 9.64 11.36 31.57 37.78 
 
The ELA demonstration classrooms were located in schools with total student 
populations ranging from as few as 238 students to as many as 1,294 students. 
The percentage of English-language learners in each building ranged from .26% 
of the total student population to as much as 54% of the total student population. 
Students with disabilities made up 8.5% to 15% of the total population across the 
ELA demonstration classroom buildings. The percentage of students who were 
economically disadvantaged was quite different in each building, ranging from a 
low 4.96% to a high number of 52% of the total population. Finally, the minority 
percentage was representative of any race that was not Caucasian. The diversity in 
each building was apparent, as percent minority ranges from 10% to as high as 
92%.  
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Only one ELA demonstration classroom was located in a building with 
low numbers of students who were English-language learners, students with 
disabilities, or economically disadvantaged; however, this school did not have the 
lowest percentage of minority students. The ELA demonstration classrooms were 
representative of a variety of demographics which provided opportunities for the 
visiting teachers’ relatability to their own classrooms. Visiting teachers had the 
choice to select which ELA demonstration classroom they wanted to attend. 
Having the opportunity to choose the ELA demonstration classroom provided the 
visiting teacher an experience with demographics similar to their own school. 
The ELA department facilitators conducted observations and provided 
feedback to the ELA demonstration classroom teachers monthly throughout the 
years from 2017 to 2020. This increased the expertise and competency of the ELA 
demonstration classroom teachers and separated the professional development 
experience from a mere demonstration lesson. The ELA department facilitators 
mentored and supported the ELA demonstration classroom teachers to ensure 
science of reading instruction and research-based practices reflective of the IPG 
tool. The ELA demonstration classroom physical environment had to meet 
specific criteria such as the Zaner-Bloser alphabet visible for students, a key word 
wall to support students’ spelling, and anchor charts posted which display critical 
information for the current ELA topic and essential questions. The desks were to 
be organized in a way that fostered collaboration and conversation, considering a 
critical component of reading comprehension was conversing with others about 
text.  
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Instructionally, the foundational skills were taught explicitly, included 
modeling and practice, and were aligned to the standards for the grade. The ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher provided students with sufficient opportunities 
to practice reading and writing, newly acquired foundational skills. The ELA 
department facilitators focused on the ELA demonstration classroom teacher’s 
questions and tasks, providing feedback if they were not moving students to a 
deeper understanding of text and topics. The text-dependent questions and tasks 
required students to use details from the text to demonstrate understanding and to 
support their ideas about the text. The ELA demonstration classroom teachers 
were to consistently create opportunities for students to be responsible for doing 
the thinking in the classroom and to demonstrate understanding of text through 
speaking and writing. Students were expected to write in response to text every 
day in the ELA demonstration classrooms. If the ELA department facilitator did 
not observe these practices, then the ELA demonstration classroom teacher was 
restricted from hosting visiting teachers until there was consistent evidence. 
The ELA demonstration classroom teachers and their classroom 
environments provided on-the-job professional development for administrators, 
coaches, and teachers who sought to better understand the types of planning and 
instructional shifts necessary to support effective ELA instruction reflective of the 
practices detailed in the IPG tool. Demonstration classroom teachers provided 
dates to the ELA department to share with the district to accommodate a variety 
of schedules from kindergarten through fifth grade teachers from 51 elementary 
schools. During the spring semester of 2020 prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
teachers from 21 different schools visited an ELA demonstration classroom; 
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however, only 13 teachers from nine different schools participated in this study 
(see Table 2). 
Table 2 
School Demographics of Visiting Classroom Teachers 
 
Visiting teachers observed the ELA block from beginning to end and 
debriefed with the demonstration teachers in these classrooms to understand 
instruction based on the science of reading and to gain insight into the 
demonstration teacher’s instructional decision-making. Instructional coaches or 
administrators in one of the 51 elementary schools scheduled a visit for teachers 
to visit a demonstration classroom via a Google spreadsheet shared from the ELA 
department. The visiting school scheduled substitutes for the visiting teachers and 
the ELA department paid for the substitute teacher, allowing the visiting teachers 
time away from their classes. As the visiting teachers arrived for the 
demonstration classroom visit, the instructional coach in the building met briefly 

















1 776 11.47 13.79 17.65 33.25 
2 445 19.10 19.78 48.76 62.25 
3 387 .26 15.25 18.86 10.85 
4 525 5.71 19.24 47.24 46.48 
5 338 18.0 10.36 66.27 84.91 
6 334 5.99 12.87 24.55 41.62 
7 401 2.0 8.23 12.22 21.70 
8 238 3.36 11.76 32.77 36.97 
9 208 17.79 10.10 49.52 66.83 
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and relevant information regarding classroom demographics; then the 
instructional coach answered any questions from the visiting teachers. The 
instructional coach in the building escorted the teachers to the ELA demonstration 
classroom where seats were available around the periphery of the classroom. A 
typical demonstration classroom visit included five to seven educational 
professionals, teachers, instructional coaches, and administrators, who observed 
the ELA block in its entirety (120 minutes for kindergarten through second grade 
and 90 minutes for third through fifth grade).  
During the ELA instructional block, teachers were expected to observe the 
ELA demonstration classroom teacher and students. The visiting teachers 
observed small group instruction as well, noting the ELA demonstration 
classroom teacher’s text selection, instructional strategies, and feedback for the 
specific small group of students. While the ELA demonstration classroom teacher 
was providing small group instruction, the visiting teachers were welcome to 
interact with the students who were working independently. Instructionally, the 
ELA demonstration classroom teachers implemented strategies and supports 
reflecting the IPG tool.  
After the ELA instructional block, the educators gathered at a round table 
in the demonstration teacher’s classroom for an opportunity to debrief the 
teaching and learning. The debrief typically lasted 30 minutes. After completing a 
number of debriefs over the years, I found the most successful meetings ranged 
from 25 to 35 minutes. If there was too little time, the conversation was rushed 
and not thorough; however, if there was too much time, the conversation drifted 
away from instruction and the science of reading. The demonstration classroom 
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was the most appropriate location for the debriefing because the instructional 
environment, student work, and teacher materials were all available for reference 
during the debrief. Teachers and visitors had opportunities to ask questions, see 
materials and resources, and observe student work during the debrief. The 
demonstration teacher was able to reference additional resources from previous 
instruction as well to answer teachers’ questions that referred to prior learning for 
students. 
The IPG was used to guide the training of the demonstration classroom 
teachers, as well as support the debrief conversations with the visiting teachers. If 
participants did not have any questions or if questions were not related to the 
science of reading, an instructional coach used the IPG tool to lead a focused and 
productive discussion. Furthermore, the additional questions below refer to the 
core actions from the IPG tool to facilitate discussion if needed. These questions, 
unlike the IPG tool, were not given to participants as the questions may stifle 
opportunities for teachers to ask questions that were personally meaningful to 
them. Some of the questions to prompt discussion included the following: 
• What environmental supports do you notice that support foundational 
literacy acquisition, writing, and comprehension and build knowledge of the 
world?  
• How are students engaged in the work of the lesson from start to 
finish? 
• What did you notice about how foundational literacy instruction is 
embedded within whole group and small group instruction?  
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• How did the teacher structure the lesson to help students use the text to 
build upon knowledge and enduring understandings related to the essential 
question? 
• What scaffolds and supports were put in place so that students could 
access grade-level complex text?  
• How did a standards-based progression of text dependent questions 
during the lesson get students to focus on words, phrases, sentences, structure, 
concepts, and ideas? 
• How did students share and build upon each other’s responses during 
discussion? 
• How did students demonstrate their knowledge and comprehension of 
the text?  
These questions prompted discussion around the science of reading and were 
intended to support teachers’ understanding and learning concerning the most 
effective instructional practices for teaching reading. 
Participants 
The participants were selected based on the following purposeful sampling 
criteria: observing an ELA demonstration classroom and participating in the 
debriefing session which provided “potential of each person to contribute to the 
development of insight and understanding” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 127) 
during the spring semester of 2020. The unit of study, the ELA demonstration 
classroom, guided the purposeful sampling to gain insights from elementary 
teachers who had observed and had the experience to share. I emailed 66 teachers 
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who attended an ELA demonstration classroom and 13 agreed to be interviewed. 
The teachers were from nine different elementary schools and were comprised of 
kindergarten (n = 2), first grade (n = 2), second grade (n = 0), third grade (n = 3), 
fourth grade (n = 1), and fifth grade (n = 5) teachers. The visiting teachers 
selected an ELA demonstration classroom that mirrored the demographics in their 
own buildings. Since these teachers visited the ELA demonstration classroom 
most recently to the study, they had the most current perspectives to share for this 
study, considering the COVID-19 pandemic has restricted visitors in buildings.  
Data Collection 
Prior to beginning data collection for this case study, I submitted a request 
to the university’s IRB. I also sent an email to the research department of the JPH 
school district requesting permission to conduct research concerning the district’s 
ELA demonstration classroom professional development (see Appendix B). After 
receiving approval from both organizations, I began recording the names of 
educators who had registered for visits during the spring semester of the 
2019-2020 school year to an ELA demonstration classroom. Instructional coaches 
or administrators were able to register teachers for an ELA demonstration 
classroom visit using a Google spreadsheet, which was organized by grade level, 
school, and classroom teacher to keep the process transparent and seamless. I 
referred to this Google spreadsheet to contact participants for my study and 
emailed each teacher requesting participation in my study concerning their most 
recent visit to an ELA demonstration classroom (see Appendix C). I included 
informed consent information with each invitation (see Appendix D). I collected 
the consent forms from each participant via email, printed the signed documents, 
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and stored them in a locked filing cabinet in my home. I requested two dates and 
times from each individual as scheduled options for interviews as part of the 
informed consent request. Then I sent each teacher an invitation to meet via 
Microsoft Teams based on his requested day and time.  
As part of my interview protocol, participants also gave verbal consent for 
the interview to be recorded. I recorded the interviews using a recording device 
not connected to the internet and transcribed each interview using an assigned 
code for each participant. The transcriptions were printed and locked in a filing 
cabinet, which only I could access, in my private home. 
Instrumentation 
According to Merriam and Tisdell (2016), “Interviewing is probably the 
most common form of data collection in qualitative studies” (p. 106). Researchers 
reported interviews were effective ways to gather information when ideas, 
concepts, or phenomenon cannot be directly observed (Creswell & Creswell, 
2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I used interviews to gather data because I 
wanted to know what the educators had learned about the science of reading 
instruction from the demonstration classroom observation; this would provide 
historical information since these visits occurred eight months prior to the 
interview due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). In 
addition, I wanted to know what factors contributed to their understanding or 
learning, such as the observation, debrief, or specific components of the ELA 
block. Finally, I was interested to know why each educator would or would not 
recommend the ELA demonstration classroom experience, which would provide 
information to evaluate and to improve the professional development experience. 
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I chose a semi-structured interview format to gain specific information concerning 
the demonstration classroom experience. A semi-structured interview was most 
appropriate because it allowed me to ask more individualized questions based on 
participants’ responses related to position, content, or comment (Creswell & 
Creswell, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).  
I developed an interview protocol with a list of seven questions (see 
Appendix E), which were worded with consideration of the type of information I 
desired (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I created and aligned the interview questions 
with the purpose of the study and intended to use the responses to answer my 
research questions. Using Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework, I developed 
my questions to reflect two of the components of effective professional 
development: change in teachers’ skills and knowledge and change in teachers’ 
instructional practice. Interview questions two, three, and four were designed to 
answer Research Question 1: What were elementary reading teachers’ 
perceptions of reading instruction following the professional development 
experience of the English Language Arts demonstration classroom? Interview 
questions five and six were designed to answer Research Question 2: What 
factors, if any, led to teachers’ implementation of instructional practices reflective 
of the Instructional Practice Guide following the English Language Arts 
demonstration classroom experience? My interview question seven was an 
inquiry about a recommendation for a colleague with justification, which would 
provide information about the teachers’ perceptions about their observations and 
learning from the ELA demonstration classroom experience. 
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Pilot Testing 
 Creswell (2018) recommended completing pilot tests of the interview 
protocol; therefore, prior to my data collection, I conducted pilot tests with 
educators who had knowledge of the ELA demonstration classroom process. It 
was crucial to learn which questions were confusing and needed rewording, which 
questions yielded irrelevant data, and additional questions which should have 
been included (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I emailed three colleagues in the JPH 
district a copy of the interview protocol along with instructions for requested 
feedback. Each colleague replied with a date and time to meet online for me to 
conduct the interview with her for feedback within 24 hours of my email. Each 
interview lasted between 10 to 15 minutes; however, discussion concerning my 
interview questions continued for an additional 15 minutes, each being completed 
within one week.  
I received feedback primarily focused on keeping the language consistent. 
For example, rather than asking about supports for implementation, I should ask 
about the factors that lead to implementation of the instructional practices. The 
feedback caused me to keep my questions consistent and open. In addition, one 
colleague suggested I ask about the participants' recommendation of the ELA 
demonstration classroom as this would prompt the participants to share if the 
experience had a great impact on their learning and practices in the classroom 
with their own students. This increased my number of questions but was still 
within the recommended number of questions according to Creswell and Creswell 
(2018). The interview protocol reflected my colleagues’ suggestions. 
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Conducting Interviews 
After receiving the teachers’ consent forms via email with their requested 
dates and times, I scheduled appointments for each interview using a video 
conference platform invitation through Microsoft Teams. At the beginning of 
each interview, I assigned a code to be used for data analysis and reporting which 
consisted of their role, grade level, and participant number in the study. As part of 
my interview protocol, participants also gave verbal consent for the interview to 
be recorded. The interviews were 15 to 20 minutes and were recorded using a 
recording device that was not connected to the internet. The recordings were used 
to transcribe the interviews into written form to my personal device, which was 
password protected. I offered to send the transcription to each teacher after the 
interview for member checks. None of the teachers interviewed asked to see the 
transcripts; therefore, member checks were not conducted. 
Methods of Analysis 
Merriam and Tisdell (2106) presented data analysis as the “process of 
making sense out of data. And making sense out of data involves consolidating, 
reducing, and interpreting what people have said and what the researcher has seen 
and read—it is the process of making meaning” (p. 202). To accomplish the 
purpose of this study, I used data from interviews to develop themes that 
answered my research questions (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 
2016). 
Merriam and Tisdell (2016) posited all the information in a case study 
should be brought together and needs to be organized and easily retrievable. I 
began the data analysis process early during the data collection phase of my 
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research due to Merriam and Tisdell’s (2016) recommendation to organize and 
refine data analysis in an ongoing way throughout the process. At the beginning 
of each interview, I assigned a code based on the role (T), grade level (K, 1, 2, 3, 
4, or 5), and number of the participant (ex., T.K.1, T.1.1, T.1.2, T.2.1). The codes 
were used throughout the study to reference responses to protect anonymity. I 
chose to transcribe the interviews myself because I became more familiar with the 
responses and data (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). After each interview had been 
transcribed, I analyzed the participants’ responses to each question looking for 
repetitive words and phrases.  
Merriam and Tisdell (2016) and Creswell and Creswell (2018) described 
different processes for data analysis, but I chose to follow Creswell and 
Creswell’s (2018) five step process, requiring “sequential steps to be followed, 
from specific to the general, and involving multiple levels of analysis” (p. 193). 
Creswell and Creswell’s (2018) data analysis process included the following 
steps: (a) organize and prepare the data for analysis which included transcribing 
the interviews; (b) read data and make notes in the margins of the transcripts and 
begin general thoughts about the data; (c) begin open coding which was the 
process of organizing and labeling categories of data; (d) generate description and 
themes using axial coding by grouping similar and recurring codes; and 
(e) determine the most appropriate method to represent the description and 
recurring themes to answer each research question. During the coding process, I 
developed themes from the data until saturation of categories existed for each 
research question. 
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To analyze data specific to Research Question 1, What were elementary 
reading teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction following the professional 
development experience of the ELA demonstration classroom?, I examined the 
participant responses from interview questions two, three, four, and five. The IPG 
tool described the science of reading instructional practices implemented during 
the ELA demonstration classroom visit and was used to guide the analysis process 
of the teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction. Furthermore, I referred to the 
IPG tool and Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework when analyzing the 
interview questions two, six, and seven which answered Research Question 2, 
What factors, if any, led to teachers’ implementation of instructional practices 
reflective of the science of reading through the IPG following the ELA 
demonstration classroom experience? After the analysis process reached the point 
of saturation and research questions were answered, I concluded analysis and 
planned for representing the findings of my research. 
Trustworthiness 
Merriam and Tisdell (2016) claimed ethical conduct of research dates back 
to the late 1940s, but it has been since 2000 that attention has been given to 
trustworthiness unique to qualitative research. To ensure trustworthiness in my 
study, I employed a critical strategy in qualitative research: triangulation using 
data from multiple interviews with participants from different grade levels with 
varying amounts of experience (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 
2016). In addition, I compared participants’ responses to interview questions two, 
three, four, and five to the recommended instructional practices from the IPG tool. 
In addition, I conducted pilot testing of interview questions to assess the clarity of 
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the interview questions, the length of the interview process, and the potential 
concerns with participant fatigue (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). The pilot testing 
of interview questions assured me the questions would be of high quality and 
derive the information necessary to answer my research questions.  
Finally, I interviewed and observed to the point of saturation, which was 
observing or hearing “the same things of and over again, and no new information 
surfaces” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 248) as I collected more data. Not only did 
I purposefully look for information from interview data and observational data 
that would answer my research questions, but also I spent time interviewing, 
transcribing, and studying my field notes to ensure saturation. Furthermore, I 
studied my data to determine whether there were alternative ways to explain the 
experiences of my participants. Hence, the trustworthiness, accuracy, and 
credibility of the instrumentation and analysis produced reliable findings 
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018). 
Limitations and Delimitations  
Limitations were potential weaknesses in a study and were out of my 
control as a researcher (Simon, 2011). The first limitation I encountered in this 
study was the lack of control regarding participant selection since I was bound to 
interview educators who were registered by their instructional coach or 
administrator on the Google spreadsheet. I had no control over who or how many 
registered for a visit or who would be willing to participate in the study. No more 
than five to six visitors were allowed to observe, and the instructional coaches 
were always encouraged to attend alongside the teachers so they could support 
learning in their building. The ELA demonstration classroom teacher’s 
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instructional coach asked the visiting teachers to be respectful and not interrupt 
instruction, considering there would be time for questions during the debrief 
portion of the demonstration classroom experience. Secondly, participant 
selection was also limited due to the COVID-19 pandemic since the ELA 
demonstration classroom visits were paused during the fall semester of the 
2020-2021 academic school year. There were 80 visitors from the spring semester 
of 2020 prior to the COVID-19 pandemic; therefore, I invited all visitors to 
participate in my study. Not only was the selection of participants limited for my 
study, but also the participants’ account of the ELA demonstration classroom 
experience was six to seven months prior to my interview. To mitigate this 
limitation, I ask a general impression question about the experience to allow the 
participants time to reflect and retrieve specific details from the visit.  
The COVID-19 pandemic also created limitations for my data collection 
process. Preferably, I would have observed the ELA demonstration classroom 
visits and taken field notes to support my triangulation of data. I would have 
gathered observational data from the visit as well as the debriefing conversation. 
Fortunately, I was able to conduct interviews using Microsoft Teams with the 
participating teachers and asked for their perspectives concerning the visit and 
debrief.  
“Delimitations [were] those characteristics that limit the scope and define 
the boundaries of your study” (Simon, 2011, p. 1) and were under control of the 
researcher. My participants were limited to those who had attended an ELA 
demonstration classroom because I wanted to study their experience with this 
specific form of professional development and its influence on their ELA 
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instructional practices. Because I was interested in understanding the participants’ 
experiences and perspectives of the ELA demonstration classroom, I focused on 
the visitors rather than the ELA demonstration classroom teachers themselves. 
Another delimitation to the study was the setting of only one school district where 
the ELA demonstration classroom existed. Even though it was one school district, 
there was a wide range of demographics represented in the ELA demonstration 
classrooms for participants to visit across the district which made the setting less 
of a hindrance for the study.  
Assumptions of the Study 
In research, “Assumptions [were] what you take for granted relative to 
your study” (Roberts & Hyatt, 2019, p. 111). I assumed educators who registered 
for an ELA demonstration classroom visit wanted to experience the professional 
development activity and were acting in the best interest for their students, 
colleagues, or staff; however, some participants may have felt pressure to attend 
from an administrator or colleague or had another ulterior motive. Because of this 
assumption, I posed an interview question that addressed the participants’ 
motivation for attending the ELA demonstration classroom, which helped 
alleviate the concern of the assumption. 
Since I conducted interviews as part of my data collection, I assumed the 
participants were honest and forthcoming with their responses. I did reassure each 
participant that his responses would not affect this position in JPH school district. 
Furthermore, I restated the interviews would be confidential and codes would be 
applied for analytical coding with no identifying information. I accepted all 
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responses from participants and assumed they were acting in good faith as they 
responded to my questions.  
Summary of Methodology 
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to investigate elementary 
reading teachers’ perceptions of a specific professional development experience, 
the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of learning concerning 
research-based reading instruction. The data collected for this study was directly 
related to the purpose, creating interview questions based on the research 
questions, Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework, and the IPG tool. I 
employed purposeful, criterion-based sampling to determine participants for the 
study. The criteria for the sample included visiting an ELA demonstration 
classroom for literacy block observation and participation in the debrief session 
with colleagues during the spring semester of 2020. All participants answered the 
seven interview questions from my interview protocol (see Appendix E). 
For data analysis, I followed Creswell and Creswell’s (2018) process for 
developing open codes, axial codes, and themes to answer the research questions. 
My purpose was to investigate elementary reading teachers’ perceptions of a 
specific professional development experience, the demonstration classroom, and 
teachers’ perceptions of learning concerning research-based reading instruction. 
The interview questions two, three, and four provided data to answer question 
one, and interview questions five, six, and seven specified information to answer 
Research Question 2. Details about data analysis and results were described 
further in Chapter IV.
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Chapter IV: Analyses and Results 
In this chapter, I presented the data from the teachers who visited the ELA 
demonstration classroom during the spring semester of 2020. I emailed 66 
individual teachers and received a response and a consent form from 13 teachers. 
I invited each teacher individually to interview through Microsoft Teams, a virtual 
platform for video conferencing. To convey the themes that emerged from the 
data, I used specific quotes and pieces of data to highlight the professional 
development experience of the participants.  
Data Analysis 
After completing and transcribing the interviews, I carefully reviewed the 
data and extracted pieces of information from the interview transcripts that were 
relevant to my research questions. Then I grouped the pieces of information, or 
open codes, thematically into axial codes to determine answers to my research 
questions. The axial codes were used to help create connections between my data 
and the research questions.  
Research Questions 
I organized the results of my study according to research questions. After 
each research question, I arranged the visiting teachers’ responses to show the 
connection to the themes that emerged from the data. I organized the data to 
determine answers to Research Question 1 and Research Question 2. 
Research Question 1 
What were elementary reading teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction 
following the professional development experience of the English Language Arts 
demonstration classroom?  
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I designed five interview questions to address Research Question 1: 
questions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. I analyzed the data using open codes and determined 
three themes from the open and axial codes (see Figure 3).  
Figure 3 
Excerpts from Participant Responses for Coding Research Question 1  
Open Codes Axial Codes Themes 
rhythm of my classroom; 
how teacher runs their 
rotations; transitions 
between the CARE 
(foundational literacy) and 
whole group; how it flows; 
being able to see how they 
were laying out whole 
group and how they were 
introducing all those 
aspects and how it was 
unfolding; wasn’t sure 
about how everything fit 
all together and what was 
the best flow for things 
ELA block has many 
components 
 
Didn’t know how 
everything flowed or fit 
together 
Visiting teachers 
recognized the complexity 
of lesson structure and 
pacing during the ELA 
block  
scaffolds; instructional 
supports; wanted to see 
how teachers set students 
up for reading; how she 
provided note takers; I 
knew what to put on the 
note taker, but I didn’t 
know how to use the note 
taker with students; broke 
down the text; got to the 






occurred throughout the 
lesson. 
 
Teachers provide support 
for reading, talking and 
writing using concept 
maps and note takers. 
ELA demonstration 
classroom teachers’ 
instruction focused on 
comprehension of text and 
building knowledge of the 
world. 
she wasn’t easy on them; 
they worked hard and they 
were very disciplined; she 
expected them to follow; 
know their expectations for 
quick writes; I want my 
kids to get up there; 
students read the text; she 
put it back on the kids; 
accountability 
Students were responsible 
for the reading and the 
thinking. 
 




instruction demanded high 
expectations for students. 
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Visiting Teachers Recognized the Complexity of Lesson Structure and 
Pacing During the ELA Block. I derived the theme based on two axial codes. I 
grouped participant responses to determine the axial codes. The ELA instructional 
block included multiple components ranging from whole group instruction, small 
group instruction, foundational literacy (known as CARE), and writing. Teachers 
recognized the complexity of planning the ELA instructional block and how the 
components could be organized within one day. T.3.2 stated the following: 
I think it was more of like the whole group just being able to see how they 
were laying out those pieces and how they were introducing all of those 
aspects in that whole group lesson and how it was unfolding. Just all those 
pieces. You know, we were able to see a small group, too, which was 
phenomenal. But like, our big piece was just trying to fit in that 
[curriculum] into those standards and just all those pieces because we find, 
you know, we use the [curriculum] and we see those books, but, you 
know, those suggestions that you can use to make it more meaningful for 
the students.  
T.3.2 expressed her learning about how the curriculum, standards, and knowledge 
of students worked together for optimum implementation. Similarly, T.5.1 
expressed the following: 
I would recommend to visit a demonstration classroom because first of all 
you are gaining the knowledge and really the structure of how a true ELA 
block should go . . . not saying it has to be mimicked exactly but it gives 
you a basis and a good idea of the model a good model teacher is taking 
with those instructional practices, taking the content that needs to be 
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taught, taking the text, and using text complexity and making sure that all 
those pieces are in place. One thing that I have always struggled with is 
the small group activities sometimes carry over to the next day. I watched 
how she conducted all of that in one 90-minute block and how you just 
have to move at that specific pace. And sometimes I want to pack way too 
many things into my stations or center rotations when I really need to 
make sure those occur within that day. I looked at that and thought, you 
need to make some adjustments there. Because I pack so many things in. 
Not only did teachers see how to pace instruction using the curriculum, but some 
recognized components of the lesson as well. T.4.1 stated the following:  
I’ve been using the [curriculum] for several years in my classroom and I 
wanted to understand how the [curriculum] work in terms of the rhythm of 
my classroom, so I was hoping to see how they were structuring lessons to 
meet the needs of their students. But it was interesting to see another 
teacher’s approach. She followed the same routine with the warm-up and 
teach and practice and apply and write. 
T.K.1 agreed with the sentiment: 
I have always been interested to see how each teacher runs their rotations 
and how they are differentiating work for students while they are pulling a 
reading group. She did her [foundational curriculum] lesson and you know 
kept the kids very engaged with that. So it was kind of neat just to see her 
keep things flowing at a good pace. And I mean I could tell the kids really 
had the routine down . . . they transitioned using a either a rain stick or a 
bell but they transition to their different areas and the kids knew 
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immediately where to go. And then she had lesson closure so I basically 
took away a lot of keys. She just had a really good flow to it and I was just 
like really inspired with her management and so I guess those were my 
like my biggest takeaways. 
In all, eight (62%) of the 13 teachers interviewed indicated their perception of 
reading instruction emphasized the multiple components of the ELA block and 
the complexity of lesson structure and pacing. 
The ELA Demonstration Classroom Teachers’ Instruction Focused on 
Comprehension of the Text and Building Knowledge of the World. The 
participants perceived the instruction to be focused on comprehension of 
grade-level text and building knowledge of the world. According to participants, 
the ELA demonstration classroom teacher used smaller portions of text during 
reading instruction. Furthermore, the ELA demonstration classroom teachers 
asked questions throughout the ELA block using a progression of text-dependent 
questions. Finally, the instruction included visual supports such as concept maps 
and note takers, annotation of text, and discussion about texts as a way to build 
knowledge of the world. Participant T.3.2 referenced the focus of instruction 
being on the text: 
We have to have all this meat, all of this reading in there with it. And 
literally all she did for that day was a page and a half. And she really dove 
in to that page and a half. [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] was 
really just mindful of, you know, those little pieces in this section of the 
text . . . really digging deep into that. And there was just an aha moment 
for us. Like you're trying to introduce all these pages and all this material. 
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By the time you're finished, the kids aren't going to get [comprehension]. 
It's okay to just hone in on this one page for questions or dig into that. And 
that was just mind blowing for us. 
When asked what she noticed about the reading instruction, T.3.2 reported the 
following: 
So like some of those things, like vocabulary and background knowledge, 
that you knew that weren't going to be answered in the text, those context 
clues and things [in the text] that you couldn't pick up on. [The ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher] introduced it. But it wasn't just, Hey, 
here's the word, here's the definition. We had talked about vocabulary and 
how it is really critical and crucial for these kids. And just that, you know, 
the set up and the order of how [the ELA demonstration classroom 
teacher] did those things and put that vocabulary in there and then talking 
about that success.  
Similarly, T.3.1 stated she noticed the instruction was focused on comprehension 
of the text and building knowledge to support students’ ability to write in 
response to text or quick write: 
So what I noticed is that [the students] really were more focused on just 
parts of the story, not necessarily the whole story. And their objective, 
they were specific to their quick write. And that was their kind of goal for 
that day. [The students] knew what they were going to be writing about 
just by looking at their objective. And then they looked at their book and 
figured out, Well, what pages do we need to look at to find this answer? 
Because we're not going to need everything. And that, to me, it really kind 
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of opened my eyes of, hey, just because we have this big book in front of 
us doesn't mean we need to get through all of it all the time. 
T.5.4. referenced other supports during reading instruction such as reading shorter 
sections of text and annotating text: 
[The ELA demonstration classroom teacher] had the story projected on the 
board. After watching her as well, I started chunking the text more. Like I 
assumed the kids were able to follow along more when they read. And so I 
started doing almost like paragraph by paragraph at the beginning of the 
year, like kind of this think aloud that she would do. And then I started 
doing more. So [student assignments] were more supportive of the text. So 
I know they did a lot of partner talk and she would pose a question, there 
was a lot of discussion about the question. One kid would answer and 
another kid would answer. Like a discussion around the text. 
T.1.2 noted the following: 
[Teacher] annotated the text in a flip chart and I always just use my 
document camera and point out words. But she annotated the text 
throughout the lesson. And she asked a lot of really deep questions.  
Also, T.3.1 expressed annotation used as a support to demonstrate comprehension 
in writing:  
I've implemented how the teacher broke down writing into topic sentence, 
evidence, and closing sentence. So I've used that in my classroom where 
our topic sentences are blue, our evidence is green, and then our closing is 
purple.  
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Ninety-two percent of interviewed teachers referenced the ELA 
demonstration classroom teachers’ questioning of words, phrases, and sentences 
within grade-level text. Specifically, 54% of teachers noticed the ELA 
demonstration classroom teachers’ progression of text-dependent questions to 
support comprehension of the text. T.1.1 explained, “I remember thinking her 
questioning was really good.” T.5.1 stated the following: 
She had some really good questioning. That was one of the things as an 
administrator I would always try to encourage my teachers to write down 
your higher level questions and your evaluation type questions. Because it 
is easy to come up with basic level questions, but sometimes we don’t 
have on the tip of our tongue or right in our brain the very deep questions. 
It seemed like she really asked some really good questions about what 
they were reading. And I was like I remember writing that down and I’m 
going to be sure to ask these type questions make sure I’m hitting those 
tougher questionings. I noticed there was quite a bit of reading instruction 
that she balanced very well. 
Similarly, T.K.2 explained the following: 
And then she asked a lot of questions. So the questioning was really going 
on. And so the kids are doing really good on her questioning and she had 
really deep questions too. And even now, when we read the text, I say like, 
OK, let's take a look at grasslands. What really is the grasslands? And so 
she really did a good job of breaking it up and really getting into the meat 
of the book, I guess is what it was. 
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Likewise, T.5.5 agreed with the sentiment: 
I would say definitely in the reading we saw a lot more supports. In the 
reading, I saw things like the big word reading strategy being used ahead 
of time to break down some words, saw some phrase reading to build 
fluency. I saw some tier two vocabulary words being pulled out from the 
text and having that discussion. A lot of good questions. You could tell 
that the teachers had really planned ahead and had really scaffolded kind 
of from beginning through the more complex questions. 
T.5.2 stated the following:  
And vocabulary was something that she referred back to, which I like that 
being able to constantly say, OK, these are vocabulary that's helping us 
get to the essential question. 
T.K.2 agreed with the sentiment: 
She did a really good job of bringing in the vocabulary. She didn't 
introduce the vocabulary all at once. She kind of read the story and kind of 
introduced as she went through the story of the word that she would need 
to really concentrate on. She picked words that really were not in our 
reading curriculum as much. She thought maybe her kids needed some 
further background knowledge on that word. I really liked how she did 
that. She didn't really, I mean, she did the reading curriculum, but then she 
found a word in the book, like some words they didn't know. So she kind 
of stopped. I mean, like, OK, guys, let's take a look at this word. She broke 
it down really well. 
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In addition, 46% of interviewed teachers recognized the instruction 
focused on building knowledge of the world through essential questions, concept 
maps, and/or note takers. T.4.1 communicated, “[The ELA demonstration 
classroom teacher] was using a concept map and had lots of discussion for her 
warm-up, and so I started incorporating that too.” T.5.2 reported, “[The ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher] had the visuals, which are really good with the 
essential questions, and she had anchor charts, she had her concept map and she 
would refer to that.” T.5.1 stated the following: 
It also helped me to see how [the ELA demonstration classroom teacher] 
did the essential questions and how she modeled that and how the students 
broke that down and put up her [note takers and concept maps] on the 
board and she kept those there throughout the unit so students could 
always refer back to their questioning. She would always pull in that 
essential question and make sure they were backing that question up with 
that text they were reading. She did that both with her novel and her base 
text. And then there was a writing piece going on. They had their journals 
out. So I saw multiple different pieces of reading instruction.  
T.5.4 stated the following:  
I love the concept mapping, and I just feel like that was something that 
you can push really easily and makes [comprehension] a lot easier. And a 
lot of it is just like getting the kids to start talking about it and like having 
more interest in reading a text. She makes that seem relevant to them. I 
think understanding the text . . . how [knowledge] builds on each 
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other . . . the kids get more time with the same topic and then they do 
better with like [inter-textual] connections.  
T.K.1 communicated how the instruction included opportunities for students to 
discuss and share what they are reading: 
[ELA demonstration classroom teacher] used a big—like an anchor chart. 
I liked how she made connections in the story. She put you know little 
drawings to support their ideas on the anchor chart. The kids were 
participating. They were able to quickly respond in their notebooks and 
share their work with each other. 
Similarly, T.5.5 noticed instructional supports for students to comprehend text 
and build knowledge from reading related texts as she noticed the teacher 
referenced “a morphology wall and concept maps, which supported students 
making those connections between texts that they had read previously.” 
ELA Demonstration Teachers’ Instruction Demanded High 
Expectations for Students. I categorized teachers’ responses into two axial codes 
to determine the third theme for Research Question 1. I determined the axial 
codes from the participants’ comments concerning the ELA demonstration 
classroom teachers’ high expectations for students. T.5.1 reported the following: 
We want [students] to struggle. We want [students] to make those failures 
and mistakes and that’s when learning occurs. So that was evident and that 
was the first thing that I noticed . . . and it was a comfortable place to be. 
Now [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] wasn’t easy on [students]. 
[Students] worked hard, were very disciplined, and had their rules and 
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expectations, and [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] expected 
[students] to follow it. 
Four teachers of the 13 interviewed also mentioned high expectations concerning 
writing. T.5.1 added to the sentiment: 
We also looked at writing. [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] talked 
about her expectations as far as student writing. We talked about where 
our expectation was for student writing and see if that worked together and 
we felt like it did. 
T.3.1 explained she noticed high expectations concerning the student writing: 
And the quick write is kind of what I was really looking forward to, seeing 
how [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] set kids up for it, how [ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher] did it, how [students] met expectations. 
How [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] executed it, like how [ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher] set off scaffolding the kids to help them 
get to where they needed to be and kind of [ELA demonstration classroom 
teacher’s] expectations for quick writes. And that really helped me grasp, 
like this is the expectations for quick writes and how to teach it to the kids. 
Likewise, T.1.2 stated the following: 
[ELA demonstration classroom teacher] set really high expectations for 
writing. She had these posters with the four parts of the writing rubric, 
which [teacher] also used for the quick write. And in the four posters, 
[teacher] had highlighted the key terms that the kids needed to know. So 
[ELA demonstration classroom teacher] almost used those as her success 
criteria and referenced them throughout the lesson, especially with an 
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explanation having students explain that text evidence and connect it back 
to what they were writing about. 
T.3.2 referenced the students using success criteria which related to high 
expectations for writing: 
And so we were asking the kids when they went back to their seat for their 
quick write, you know, ‘What is [card labeled with success criteria] for?’ 
And they were like, ‘That's our success criteria. We know that we're 
successful if we have all these things so we can refer back to it.’ 
Regarding expectations about reading the text, T.3.2. stated the following: 
It’s not quantity but quality of what was going on in that small group. 
[Students] didn’t read the whole [text] in small groups. I guess in my 
mind, you have to finish these pages or this chapter in small group. Well, 
no, you don't have to. You can send them to read it. [Students] are capable 
of reading it. You know, set those expectations. And that was the biggest 
thing, too, is setting those expectations. 
T.5.3 agreed with the sentiment: 
I think the just putting it back on the kids, the accountability piece, [ELA 
demonstration classroom teacher] really held [students] accountable. It's 
something that we really strive for here, just making those kids 
accountable and letting them see their successes, letting them see that it's 
OK to struggle in reading because we're getting there. It's a process. 
T.5.5 stated the following: 
We saw kids with eyes on text really pushing through and taking the 
ownership of the text themselves. And the teacher was there. And 
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sometimes kids would get the opportunity to read first and then they 
would come back and they would reread or the teacher would read so that 
they could hear it again. But they had that opportunity to kind of struggle 
with the text first. 
Similarly, T.3.3 explained the high expectations concerning reading: 
I also loved how the students had learning targets and they knew if they 
had accomplished each target as they went on. I also loved . . . how the 
students were doing most of the reading on their own and taking 
ownership in their learning.  
T.5.2 stated about expectations of kids working independently and thinking about 
questioning: 
If [students] get done, they can look at the questions and discuss while 
they're waiting on me because [ELA demonstration classroom teacher] 
was really good about that. The kids never sat there and did nothing like 
they had things to think about. You get finished, you can read this one 
page with your partner and then there would be some questions on the 
board. So she'd be walking around. So if a partner group finished early, 
they had questions to start a discussion. OK, so they were sitting there 
because a lot of times in the past, I would say if you get finished, you can 
reread the passage, but they really weren't doing that. So by putting those 
questions up there, I started doing that to where we just read a little bit at a 
time and then answer the questions and then come back together. 
When investigating teachers’ perceptions concerning reading instruction 
following a demonstration classroom experience, three themes emerged from the 
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teachers’ responses: recognition of the complexity of lesson structure and pacing 
of the ELA block, demonstration classroom teachers’ instruction focused on 
comprehension of the text and building knowledge of the world, and 
demonstration classroom teachers’ instruction demanded high expectations of 
students.  
Research Question 2 
What factors, if any, led to teachers’ implementation of instructional 
practices reflective of the science of reading through the Instructional Practice 
Guide following the English Language Arts demonstration classroom experience? 
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I designed two interview questions to address Research Question 2: 
interview questions 5 and 6. I analyzed the data using open codes and determined 
two themes from the open and axial codes (see Figure 4).  
Figure 4 
Excerpts from Participant Responses for Coding Research Question 2 
Open Codes Axial Codes Themes 
I had so many questions 
during the debrief; she 
was able to explain why 
she made certain 
decisions during the 
debrief; instructional 
coach debriefed with us 
after the visit; I have a 
phenomenal team to work 
with; we would work 
together to improve on 
what we knew we were 
not doing; we had admin 
support  
Debriefing after the 
observation 
 
Instructional coaches as 
facilitators for planning 
and reflection 
 




Follow-up support for 
visiting teachers after the 
observation:  







verification; I wondered 
if I could still teach; I 
only taught science and 
social studies; see what 
I’m doing is what other 
people are doing; I don’t 
know what this look like 
Visiting teachers lacked 
confidence 
 






wanted to see it in action; 
wanted more than 
trainings; Once I see 
something, I can 
implement it; I can 
interpret something 
different; see teachers 
teach and actually see 
strategies that were taught 
in professional 
development 
implemented in a 
classroom 
Visiting teachers wanted 
to see someone teach to 




Follow-up Support for Visiting Teachers After the Observation. Four 
axial codes determined the theme about follow-up support after the observation: 
the debrief conversation, instructional coach support, collaborative planning with 
a collaborative team, and reflection. In all, 10 teachers (77%) of the 13 
interviewed teachers reported follow-up support and reflection from instructional 
coaches and grade-level teams as the factors which led to implementation of 
instructional practices. T.5.1 stated the following: 
Our ELA team work very well together and . . . really support each other 
We went together, so we looked at several things [ELA demonstration 
classroom teacher] did and then came back and said, ‘What are we doing 
here that is similar and we need to continue in that process?’ We found 
several things we were very proud of. Then there were a few things 
that . . . said let’s support each other. 
Likewise, T.3.2 reported the following: 
So all three of us went to see [the ELA demonstration classroom]. So 
when we came back and did that planning, we immediately were like, OK, 
we're definitely going to implement a lot of these things that we saw into 
our planning and our instruction. So we're still having that conversation 
and going back to those things that we saw . . . you know during our 
planning. 
T.5.3 shared the sentiment:  
Like the three of us, we even now still reflect on what we saw there. And 
we plan every Monday and we go over things like, yeah, this is something 
that's worked really well in my classroom. And this is, you know, we got it 
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from the demonstration classroom and I kind of tweaked it to fit these 
kids. And just that constant reflective piece that we get to have every 
week, you know, it's beneficial. I have two people to plan with, and we're 
able to work through those things together. 
Also, T.5.5 stated the following: 
For one thing, I just I work with a phenomenal group of people. We meet 
every week, we plan together, we reflect on things. And they're so willing 
to try things and they're really all about what's best for children and how 
can we improve. And having that, being surrounded by that, it just really 
opens you up and makes you willing that even if something bombed if 
they said, well, it was OK for me, then I'm going to try it again or let's talk 
me through what you did to get it to where it worked. And so having that 
kind of support with your team really is important. It's so valuable. And 
then also I'm in a school I feel like that truly is supportive of trying these 
new things. 
Six of the 13 teachers interviewed specifically mentioned conversations 
and planning with their instructional coach as a factor that supported 
implementation of instructional practices. T.4.1 reported the following about 
follow-up support: 
So I think having my instructional coach travel with us was a big plus in 
supporting the implementation because she had a different perspective and 
then to have conversations about that afterward even after the debrief. Just 
having her come in and help me use these new strategies I was 
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implementing—just to have her come in and watch me to give me 
feedback. Just kind of took off from there.  
T.3.1 stated the following: 
[My instructional coach] went with me to the demonstration classroom so 
she could see it too. So we both kind of would meet together and talk 
about, well, How can I do this? and How can we do this? And kind of 
brought it to some of the other three great teachers here too. What I 
learned and how they can use that too. So [instructional coach] has been a 
big help for implementing it, not only in my room, but in the other rooms, 
too.  
Similarly, T.5.2 shared the sentiment: 
Being able to all go [with] my coach and two other people being able to 
talk with them and see it. If I had gone by myself, I don't know if it would 
have been as beneficial. So going with the group was good because we got 
to talk about what we're going to do and then discuss with each other what 
we've done . . . so we got to kind of bounce ideas off each other. So I think 
allowing us to go as a grade level was really beneficial because if I had 
gone by myself, I don't know how much follow-up I would have done. 
Likewise, T.3.2 reported the following:  
Our grade-level coach would be in here for planning as well. And that 
kind of follow up, she was there for the debrief. And then when we came 




T.1.2 stated the following: 
Also, I went with my instructional coach. So he and I were on the same 
page with a lot of things like we debriefed again whenever we got back to 
school. We could do this just kind of figuring out how we could make it 
happen at [this school] and seeing just a different school. And then he and 
I were able to kind of be like, oh, we could easily change that and make 
this small shift and go above and beyond what we're already doing. 
Finally, T.5.4 shared, “The support coming from [my school] and my coaches and 
stuff. Because they have been very supportive and like anything that I've wanted 
to try or like any questions I have. They are on it.” 
 Three of the 13 teachers specifically mentioned the debrief as follow-up 
support to implementation of instructional practices. T.3.1 stated the following: 
[The debrief] was very helpful. And just because some of the things that I 
was able to ask, like, what is a typical small group look like? Because she 
didn't get to do as much. She said she would normally have two to go. So 
it was nice to talk about that and just have some questions of like setting 
up the groups. You set up things before they got to the point they were at 
because it was later in the year.  
Similarly, T.K.2 reported the following: 
I think she was able to give her reasoning about why she did it like 
that . . . like breaking down the text. She noticed her kids didn't really 
understand something. She was able to tell us why she did it like that. 
That’s really a good part like, the why she did it like that. And I think 
that's a really good part of Why are we even doing this? You know, Why 
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did you do that part? So sometimes we don't get to hear that when we go 
watch other teachers. You just go watch them and then you leave. 
Likewise, T.1.2 stated, “So the debrief was really helpful just to ask the why 
behind some of the things that she did.” In conclusion, follow-up support for 
visiting teachers included the following: the debrief immediately following the 
visit, additional debrief meetings at the teachers’ respective schools, instructional 
coach support, and collaborative team planning and reflection.  
Visiting Teachers Increased Self-Efficacy Concerning Reading 
Instruction. Ten of 13 teachers interviewed reported they implemented 
instructional practices as a result of the ELA demonstration classroom visit 
because they were able “to see it in action.” Seventy-seven percent of the teachers 
interviewed claimed they believed they could implement the instructional 
practices from the IPG tool because they had seen someone else teach students in 
a real classroom setting. These teachers reported they lacked confidence teaching 
reading or hoped to improve their craft; however, after the visit, there was a 
change in their belief or confidence concerning the instructional practices 
reflective of the IPG tool. I determined the theme of increased self-efficacy based 
on the open codes related to confidence and change in beliefs about instruction. 
T.3.1 communicated her desire to improve her craft when she stated, “I 
just felt like for reading, I really needed some extra support. I'm such a visual 
learner—I needed to see someone do it more than just go to trainings and hear 
about it.” Similarly, T.5.5 also stated, “Of course, I want to keep improving my 
own craft.”  
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T.4.1 stated the following: 
And I was hoping to just get some verification about the things I was 
doing and just get some new ideas about how to best use the [curriculum] 
for my students. It’s an opportunity for teachers to get some reassurance 
about what they’re implementing in their classrooms because I think when 
you go through the year-long reading course (science of reading 
instruction professional development), you kind of jump into it. You might 
not be sure that you’re doing the right things like—with scaffolds. Am I 
doing too much? Am I doing too little? How can I enhance the 
comprehension of my students? Kind of seeing what you’ve spent a year 
learning [from district professional development] and get to see it in 
action. 
Three teachers of the 13 interviewed shared their perceptions concerning reading 
instruction and reported they lacked confidence teaching reading to students. 
T.5.1 shared the following:  
First of all, when I left administration and came back into teaching I 
wondered if I could still teach. Eleven years is a long time to not be in the 
classroom and then come back was really new . . . Even though I was very 
versed at visiting classrooms and I saw many great things going on as an 
administrator.  
T.K.1 expressed her lack of confidence concerning reading instruction as she 
shared, “So that was one thing that really stuck out to me was just how she 
supported the low [students]. I tend to find that’s a hard area for me.” Similarly,  
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T.5.2 stated the following: 
I only taught science and social studies. And then three years ago, I was 
asked to take on a reading class . . . see if what I'm doing is what other 
people are doing as well. So it was very beneficial because I got to see 
kind of things that I'm doing in my reading class, things that I had heard in 
the year-long course. So it kind of confirmed things that I am doing in the 
class. 
Finally, T.5.4 indicated she was insecure concerning reading instruction:  
I don't know what [the science of reading instruction] looks like in real life 
or how to change it for kids, especially when you've got lower level kids. 
And then, I kind of always want to see what other teachers are doing. It 
didn’t click until I saw that with students . . . And I don't know why I felt 
like some of the stuff in the year-long reading course [science of reading 
instruction professional development] was like I couldn't get it all done in 
class. And then when I saw her, I was like, Oh, I can totally do this, right. 
I guess I just I think people should always share what they're doing, and I 
feel like it makes it so teachers don't think it's [science of reading 
instruction] too much, you know, because I felt like that could be 
something I was struggling with until I got to see it in action. 
T.5.5 shared how the ELA demonstration classroom confirmed her practices for 
reading instruction: 
It felt like part of it confirmed what we're already doing and the other 
places it was like, Oh, OK, so I could push a little bit more in that 
direction or that's a new way to think about it. In the writing piece that 
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we're still questioning how to really get that to transfer. But it was good to 
see that those teachers also were struggling within that piece, too. So the 
whole thing just kind of made us feel a little bit better about where we 
were at in our own learning. 
T.3.2 expressed the following about her confidence and competence concerning 
reading instructional plans: 
Once I see something I can implement it. You can sit here and tell me how 
to do something all day long. But literally seeing it in action—because I 
can interpret something, and someone else can interpret it totally different. 
We [grade-level team] take our ideas from the previous year. And literally 
at the beginning of the school year, we were looking at those slides over 
like, Yeah, that was before we knew what we were doing. But, my lesson 
wasn't really meaningful. You know, adults can talk about it all day long. 
But like actually in a classroom in front of children. And so seeing that 
classroom observation, seeing those pieces in place made a difference. 
 Eight of the 13 teachers reported that the ELA demonstration classroom 
experience allowed them to see the science of reading instruction in action with 
students which changed their belief about their abilities. This led to the theme of 
increased teacher self-efficacy as a factor for instructional practices 
implementation.  
Summary of Results 
In this study, I used qualitative research processes to analyze the interview 
data and answer both research questions for this study. I began the process by 
transcribing the interviews and reading the interviews repeatedly. Then I 
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annotated the transcripts finding common words and phrases and grouped them 
together as open codes. I regrouped the open codes and labeled them as axial 
codes. I derived the themes after coding the 13 elementary teachers’ responses, at 
which time I reached saturation of the data. The teachers provided information 
about reading instruction based on their experience visiting an ELA 
demonstration classroom. 
I discovered that elementary teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction 
after an ELA demonstration classroom visit involved awareness of the complexity 
of the lesson structure and pacing during the ELA block, the focus of instruction 
on comprehension of texts and building knowledge of the world, and the demand 
for high expectations for students. By applying qualitative data analysis methods, 
I found the teachers’ perceptions were consistent across each grade level, 
kindergarten through fifth grade. Furthermore, I determined the factors that led to 
teachers’ implementation of instructional practices reflective of the IPG tool 
included follow-up support from instructional coaches and grade-level team 
members as well as increased self-efficacy. I thoroughly examined the results of 
the study in Chapter V. In addition, I discussed the implications of the results and 
offered recommendations for future research on the topic. 
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Chapter V: Discussion of the Study 
The ELA demonstration classroom was launched in the JPH school district 
in 2018 for kindergarten through fifth grade teachers as a form of professional 
development for increasing teachers’ knowledge around the science of reading 
instruction. There was a lack of research concerning demonstration classrooms for 
elementary teachers as a form of professional development for learning about the 
implementation of the science of reading. I hoped to fill a gap in the literature and 
offer insights about the ELA demonstration classroom experience as a form of 
effective professional development for elementary reading teachers. The purpose 
of this study was to investigate elementary reading teachers’ perceptions of 
reading instruction in a specific professional development experience, the 
demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of their own learning 
concerning the science of reading instruction. Using a qualitative research design 
with semi-structured interviews, I determined themes that informed this study.  
Concerning the teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction, two themes 
emerged that aligned with Desimone’s (2009) conceptual framework, which was 
designed to measure effective teacher professional development. The first 
component of Desimone’s framework identified the five core features of effective 
professional development, and the second component described the steps of a 
theory of action: content focus, active learning, coherence, duration, and 
collective participation. Furthermore, Desimone’s (2009) theory of action 
consisted the following steps:  
1. Teachers experience effective professional development.  
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2. The professional development increases teachers’ knowledge and skills 
and /or changes their attitudes and beliefs.  
3. Teachers use their new knowledge and skills, attitudes, and believes to 
improve the content of their instruction or their approach to pedagogy, or 
both.  
4. The instructional changes foster increased student learning. (194) 
Teaching the science of reading and teacher professional development are both 
multi-faceted; therefore, I was able to align Desimone’s (2009) framework to the 
themes I developed from the teachers’ responses. Due to the lack of research 
concerning demonstration classrooms for elementary reading teachers, I was 
unable to include validation from extant literature for all conclusions; however, 
the evidence from this study corroborates previous literature (Desimone, 2009; 
Ehri & Flugman, 2017; Moats, 2020; Petscher et al., 2020; SCORE, 2020; 
Shanahan, 2020).  
The first theme regarding the visiting teachers’ perceptions of reading 
instruction was the visiting teachers recognized the complexity of lesson structure 
and pacing the ELA block. According to my results, 100% of the interviewed 
elementary teachers claimed they would recommend the ELA demonstration 
classroom experience to a colleague, which communicated their perceptions of 
the professional development. Each participant perceived the observation and 
debrief as a learning opportunity concerning the science of reading and took away 
at least one practice to implement in their classroom as a result of the visit.  
The teachers communicated their awareness of the complexity of the 
science of reading and recognized how they benefitted from observing the 
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implementation of the components during an entire ELA instructional block. This 
successful evidence resulted from the ELA demonstration classroom professional 
development method including core features from Desimone’s (2009) framework 
such as content focus, active participation, and coherence. The visiting teachers 
were able to observe a content focused ELA block with similar instructional 
practices and curriculum developed by the district, which supports the coherence 
of the professional development. In addition, the teachers actively learned through 
the observation and conversations from the debrief and had the opportunity to 
collectively participate in the discussions and reflections after the visit.  
Concerning the science of reading, Scarborough’s (2001) Reading Rope 
illustrated multiple strands or skills that need to be woven together for reading 
comprehension to occur. Based on my results, the visiting teachers needed to 
observe how all the components of reading (e.g., decoding, vocabulary, 
background knowledge, literacy knowledge) were planned and implemented 
during an ELA instructional block for their grade level. Teachers commented on 
the impact of seeing the instructional block and how the active learning helped 
them understand the lessons’ structure and pacing, while weaving in the 
components of the science of reading instruction.  
The second theme concerning the visiting teachers perceptions of reading 
included their recognition of how the ELA demonstration classroom teachers 
focused on students’ comprehending the text and building knowledge. Rather than 
teaching isolated skills such as context clues, drawing conclusions, or vocabulary, 
the visiting teachers noticed the goal of the instruction was to comprehend the text 
and demonstrate the comprehension through discussion and writing. The ELA 
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demonstration classroom teachers emphasized using knowledge, prior experience, 
and textual information to construct and build new knowledge from the texts, and 
the visiting teachers recognized this focus of instruction. By observing knowledge 
building during reading instruction, the visiting teachers were able to see how 
impactful this practice is on students’ reading comprehension. The visiting 
teachers’ ability to recognize science of reading instruction increased as a result of 
Desimone’s (2009) key features of effective professional development, 
specifically duration. Since the teachers had the opportunity to observe the ELA 
block in its entirety, debrief for an additional 30 to 45 minutes, and receive 
follow-up support, they were able to see the connections from whole group, small 
group, writing, and the integration of foundational literacy. 
Surprisingly, the third theme concerning visiting teachers’ perceptions of 
reading instruction was they noticed the ELA demonstration classroom teachers’ 
instruction demanded high expectations of the students. I did not anticipate 
teachers’ expectations of students as being a theme to emerge concerning the 
visiting teachers’ perceptions of reading instruction; however, the open and axial 
coding process revealed the importance of expectations during reading 
instruction. It seemed teachers did not believe their students were capable of 
responding to the science of reading instruction, such as reading and discussing 
complex text, until they saw it happen in another teacher’s classroom. This 
suggests the visiting teachers reflected on their own expectations for their students 
and compared them to those of the ELA demonstration classroom teacher, 
noticing a discrepancy between the two classrooms.  
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The second research question focused on factors that led to the visiting 
teachers’ implementation of instructional practices reflective of the science of 
reading. I relied on the second component of Desimone’s (2009) Conceptual 
Framework, which posited effective professional development will change 
teachers’ attitudes and beliefs and this, in turn, changes their instructional 
practices. According to my results, the visiting teachers did in fact have a change 
in belief and attitude concerning science of reading instructional practices. When 
asked what factors attributed to the change in instructional practices, the teachers’ 
responded with follow-up from colleagues and increased self-efficacy. 
 Follow-up support from colleagues was a prominent theme that emerged 
when asked what factors supported their implementation of science of reading 
instructional practices. The debrief component of the ELA demonstration 
classroom professional development experience was repeatedly mentioned as a 
reason for transfer of instructional practices to their classroom. The visiting 
teachers had the opportunity to reflect with colleagues, the demonstration teacher, 
and their instructional coach after the visit. This was a time when the teachers’ 
questions were answered, and the ELA demonstration classroom teacher was able 
to answer specific concerns of the group. Many commented their attitude and 
belief changed during the debrief when they received support from the other 
colleagues. Additionally, many visiting teachers claimed debriefing after the visit, 
as well as regularly following-up with their team and instructional coach, 
impacted their success with implementing instructional practices. The 
instructional coaches would also follow-up with teachers, observing and 
providing feedback, which supported the transfer of practices for the visiting 
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teachers. Overwhelmingly, the visiting teachers reported their collaborative and 
cooperative team was one of the greatest factors that supported their 
implementation, including time planning and reflecting together.  
The follow-up support from colleagues contributed to the duration of the 
professional development experience, which was a core feature of effective 
professional development (Desimone, 2009). According to my results, follow-up 
from instructional coaches or colleagues was a critical component for the transfer 
of learning from the professional development environment to the teachers’ 
classrooms. The change in attitudes or beliefs led to a change in instructional 
practices and was fostered by the follow-up, feedback, and reflection from others.  
One unexpected theme for factors that impacted implementation of 
instructional practices reflective of the science of reading was visiting teachers’ 
increased self-efficacy. Teachers reported they lacked confidence or wanted 
verification prior to attending the ELA demonstration classroom, which pointed to 
their low self-efficacy concerning reading instruction. The visiting teachers also 
communicated they wanted to see someone teach reading so they could be a better 
teacher. After visiting the ELA demonstration classroom, the visiting teachers 
reported a sense of confidence. It seems they increased in confidence to 
implement the science of reading instruction because they were able to watch 
someone else teach it with similar students. Repeatedly, teachers responded with, 
“If these kids can achieve this, then mine can too. If she can teach like that, then I 
can too.” Their confidence and self-efficacy increased, and this led to their 
willingness to take a risk and implement instructional practices that were new or 
intimidating. 
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Implications for Practice 
Based on my results of this study, I have determined implications for 
practice based on the teachers’ responses concerning perceptions of reading 
instruction and factors that led to implementation of instructional practices. The 
first implication is the recognition that teaching reading is complex and requires 
professional development, which includes content focus, active learning, duration, 
coherence, and time for collective participation. School districts should develop 
ELA demonstration classroom teachers as a way to build competent elementary 
reading teachers through professional development focused on the science of 
reading. The science of reading encompasses reading and language acquisition, 
text comprehension, and knowledge of the world attainment; therefore, 
implementing practices reflective of the science of reading requires a teacher to 
organize a multitude of components during an ELA instructional block. 
Professional development is paramount for this to type of instructional shift in 
elementary reading classrooms. Professional development opportunities, which 
includes the five core components, increase the likelihood of changes in attitudes 
and beliefs.  
As districts seek to improve teachers’ practices aligned to the science of 
reading, it is critical that teachers have opportunities to observe an entire ELA 
instructional block, actively learn, and have time to debrief with a highly-trained 
teacher. The debrief and follow-up components directly impacts teachers’ 
understanding and learning. These features should be present in professional 
development experiences to increase changes in attitudes and beliefs about 
practice and students. Furthermore, teachers’ expectations of their students have a 
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direct impact on whether or not the teacher feels confident about implementing 
instructional practices reflective of the science of reading. It is the change in 
belief, or self-efficacy, that will lead to change in instructional practices. 
Reading instruction will improve if teachers are given the opportunity to 
learn by observing a highly-trained practioner during an entire ELA block, 
debriefing observations with the highly-trained practioner, receiving feedback and 
follow-up from colleagues, and reflecting with collaborative teams. Each 
component of this process is essential. The professional development learning 
outcomes may be less desirable if just one component is eliminated. When 
teachers do not receive follow-up after the visit, they do not transfer as many 
practices to their own classroom. Follow-up support and feedback are important 
for teachers to feel successful concerning the science of reading professional 
development. 
Implications for practice for the JPH school district includes development 
of protocols for strategic follow-up after a demonstration classroom visit. 
Instructional coaches could provide strategic follow-up for visiting teachers if the 
JPH school district designed a tool to support their practice. The instructional 
coaches need more consistency concerning the types of follow-up to provide for 
teachers, such as scheduling informal observations and providing individualized 
feedback to teachers about their reading instruction. Considering the visiting 
teachers specifically referenced their instructional coach as a valuable resource for 
improving reading instruction, streamlining the follow-up support with a 
system-wide tool for all coaches in the JPH district should be a priority. 
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Recommendations for Further Research 
According to my study, follow-up support from colleagues is a factor that 
leads to implementation of instructional practices reflective of the science of 
reading. Specifically, the visiting teachers referenced their instructional coach as a 
valuable resource for successful implementation. Future studies should focus on 
instructional coaches’ perceptions of the ELA demonstration classroom 
experience. Instructional coaches may have different perceptions of the reading 
instruction and may provide various strategies of follow-up support for teachers. 
It would prove beneficial to know which types of follow-up support from 
instructional coaches yielded instructional changes in classrooms. Future research 
should investigate the support instructional coaches’ provide to teachers and its 
relationship to instructional changes in the classroom. The results would inform 
professional development decisions for instructional coaches and the design for 
ELA demonstration classrooms.  
Another noteworthy topic of discussion from this study’s participants is 
the relationship between professional development learning and teachers’ 
expectations of their students. When asked what visiting teachers notice about the 
ELA demonstration classroom teachers’ instruction, they are impressed that 
students are responsible for doing the reading and the thinking. This suggests 
visiting teachers reflect on their own expectations for students and compare them 
to those of the ELA demonstration classroom teacher, noticing a discrepancy 
between the two. It would be worthwhile to investigate elementary reading 
teachers’ expectations of students concerning reading performance and how they 
compare to grade-level standards. More specifically, one should investigate 
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teachers’ expectations of students in concentrated areas such as rural, urban, or 
suburban regions to determine if patterns exist.  
 This study, conducted in a large school district, includes urban, rural, and 
suburban elementary schools of variant sizes; therefore, I recommend studying 
the ELA demonstration classroom professional development in a district which is 
smaller, consisting of only rural, urban, or suburban schools. In smaller districts, 
there may be challenges considering the ELA demonstration classroom 
experience requires money for substitutes to cover classes as teachers leave their 
classrooms to attend the professional development. Furthermore, the district 
leaders need to educate a group of ELA demonstration classroom teachers so they 
can implement instructional practices reflective of the science of reading. Again, 
this requires time and money for the demonstration classroom teachers to have 
additional professional development.  
Conclusions of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate elementary reading teachers’ 
perceptions of reading instruction in a specific professional development 
experience, the demonstration classroom, and teachers’ perceptions of their own 
learning concerning the science of reading instruction. I implemented a qualitative 
case study and interviewed 13 elementary teachers, inquiring about their learning 
as a result of the ELA demonstration classroom experience. Based on their 
responses to seven interview questions, I developed key themes for both research 
questions. I developed the following conclusions from my analysis of the results. 
Teaching a student to read and comprehend requires a highly skilled 
teacher with an extensive amount of content knowledge. Elementary teachers 
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need a highly developed scope of knowledge concerning oral language 
development, phonological development, phonological awareness, principles of 
orthography, vocabulary development, and text comprehension. Students’ 
progress in reading at different rates, even within the same grade level. School 
districts could increase teacher content knowledge by developing ELA 
demonstration classroom teachers as a form of effective professional 
development. If school districts intend to increase student reading performance, 
they should increase teachers’ content knowledge and ability to implement 
practices reflective of the science of reading through an ELA demonstration 
classroom professional development experience. As this study shows, attending 
an ELA demonstration classroom equips elementary reading teachers with the 
knowledge and skills to change the trajectory of students’ lives—because it is 
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CULTURE OF LEARNING:  Are all students engaged in the work of the lesson from start to finish? 
Students complete instructional tasks, volunteer responses and/or ask appropriate questions. 
Students follow behavioral expectations and directions. 
Students execute transitions, routines, and procedures in an orderly and efficient manner. 
Students engaged in the work of the lesson from start to finish; a sense of urgency about how time is used. 




CORE ACTION 1 Is the lesson centered on 
high-quality text or texts?             
                                                      
A. Students spend the majority of the lesson 
listening to, reading, writing, or speaking 
about text(s). 
B. The text(s) are at or above the complexity 
level expected for the grade and time in the 
school year.  
NOTE: Texts read aloud in K-2 are above the 
complexity level of what students can read on 
their own. 
Texts read independently or in small groups 
are appropriate for the purpose. 
 
C. The text(s) are worthy of student time and 
attention.  They exhibit exceptional craft and 
thought and/or provide useful information; 





CORE ACTION 2 Does instruction explicitly and 
systematically provide all students with the 
opportunity to master foundational skills? 
A. The foundational skills being taught are aligned to 
the standards for this grade. 
B. Foundational skills instruction is explicit, 
including teacher modeling and student practice. 
C. Students have sufficient opportunities to 
practice reading and writing newly acquired 
foundational skills. 
D. Students connect acquisition of foundational skills 
to making meaning from reading. 
E. Students spend time on skills they are still 
working to develop, not those they have already 
mastered. 
CORE ACTION 3 Do questions and tasks, both oral and written, integrate the standards and build 
students’ comprehension of the text(s) and its meaning? 
 
A. Questions and tasks integrate grade-level standards in service of deep understanding of text(s) and topics. 
B. Questions and tasks address the specific text(s) at hand by attending to its particular structure, concepts, 
ideas, events, and/or details. 
C. Questions and tasks require students to use details from the text to demonstrate understanding and to 
support their ideas about the text. 
D. Questions and tasks attend to words, phrases, and sentences within the text focus that matter most to 
build students’ vocabulary and deepen understanding of the text. 
E. Questions are sequenced to deepen students’ understanding of the text, the author’s craft, and/or the 
topic under consideration. 
CORE ACTION 4 Are students responsible for doing the thinking in this classroom? 
 
A. Students display persistence with challenging tasks, particularly when providing textual evidence to 
support answers and responses, both orally and in writing. 
B. Students provide precise responses. When responses are imprecise, the teacher probes understanding but 
students do the complex thinking. 
C. Students share their developing thinking about the content of the lesson. 
D. Students explain their thinking, orally and/or in writing, using evidence from the text(s). 
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Regulations and Procedures for Conducting Research Studies in  
Knox County Schools 
 
 
Knox County Schools desires to keep abreast of changes in educational 
technology, results of current educational research, and innovative educational 
programs. Therefore, we welcome the opportunity to be a part of the development 
and testing of innovative ideas and quality research in education. However, it is the 
obligation of Knox County Schools and the research committee to protect the 
interests and learning opportunities of its students, teachers, and stakeholders. 
These interests and opportunities will not be sacrificed in order to establish a setting 
conducive to research. Thus, each proposal to conduct research will be examined 
carefully on the basis of whether it contributes significant new and useful 
information to the educational program of Knox County Schools and public 
education as a whole.  
 
In general, permission to conduct research may be denied when the study is 
deemed:  
 
(1) to interfere with instructional time, particularly when student responses 
are required, or  
(2) to be too socially or politically sensitive, or 
(3) to have little or no educational research value, or  
(4) to be too great of a burden on Knox County Schools personnel, or 
(5) to be using Knox County Schools for convenience sampling, or 
(6) to require student identifiable information. We do not provide student 
names or addresses. 
 
Procedure for Obtaining Permission to Conduct Research 
 
Step 1. The investigator completes a written response to the items 
listed below. 
 
(1) Name, mailing address, and e-mail address of the investigator(s). 
Danielle Hamilton 
943 Andover View Lane 
Knoxville, TN 37922 
danielle.hamilton@knoxschools.org 
(2) Telephone number where the investigator(s) can be reached in the 
daytime. 
865-803-2574 
(3) Position(s) of the principal investigator(s) [undergraduate student, 
graduate student, or college professor (specify institution); Knox County 
employee (specify job and location); other (specify occupation and 
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affiliated institution, if any). 
EdD Candidate/ Graduate student from Lincoln Memorial University 
Knox County Elementary Literacy Specialist 
 
(4) Name and title of the principal investigator’s instructor, major professor, 
or project director (if application).  
Dr. Cherie Gaines, Associate Professor, Lincoln Memorial University 
 
(5) Title of the proposed study. 
Elementary English Language Arts Demonstration Classrooms: Professional 
development in Action 
(6) Brief description of the proposed study which is not limited to but must 
include the following: 
(a) an intended purpose for any data (a report, a dissertation, a publication, etc.), 
(b) a targeted population (who and how many), 
(c) data collection procedures (if requesting current data, a spreadsheet with the 
desired fields), 
(d) an estimated time required by XXX participants (who and what they are 
being asked to do), 
(e) a statement indicating all data will be kept confidential and that all subjects, 
teachers, schools, and the system will be kept anonymous in any publication 
except when given written permission to mention the system by the research 
committee, and 
(f) a projected value of the study to XXX. 
 
The intended purpose for conducting research in Knox County Elementary 
Schools is for the completion of a doctoral dissertation. The targeted population 
will include participants who visited the ELA Demonstration Classrooms during 
the 2019-2020 school year and may include 20 to 80 teachers, coaches, and/or 
administrators. I will conduct short interviews of five to seven questions with the 
participants at their convenience via Microsoft Teams. The only data to be collected 
other than the participants’ responses would be demographic information such as 
number of years teaching, position, and grade level. Interviews should be 
completed in 10 to 15 minutes and will require no additional work for the 
participants. Interviews may be recorded with all participants’ permission. All 
information will be confidential and kept on a device that is not and will not be 
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connected to the internet. Any participants will be kept anonymous and given a 
pseudonym. The information gleaned from interviews could serve as valuable 
information to improve the professional development experience for participants of 
the Elementary ELA Demonstration Classrooms and could possibly be applied to 
the Elementary Mathematics Demonstration Classrooms as well. Any additional 
information is available upon request.  
(7) Single copies of all questionnaires, surveys, tests, answer sheets, structured 
interviews, or other instruments that will be used by Knox County 
participants. Each instrument needs to contain a statement indicating that 
all responses are voluntary. 
See attachment titled Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
 
(8) Single copies of cover letters, copies of instructions, parent permission 





Researcher: Danielle Hamilton 
Danielle.hamilton@lmunet.edu 
 
Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Cherie Gaines 




As part of my doctoral program, you have been invited to participate in the 
research study entitled Elementary English Language Arts Demonstration 
Classrooms: Professional Development in Action. Your participation will be 
extremely valuable as you visited an English Language Arts Demonstration 
Classroom in the spring of 2020; therefore, I am kindly requesting your 
participation in my research study. Participation in this study is voluntary. Please 
read the information below and contact me via the email listed above with any 
questions you may have before deciding to participate.  
This study includes seven questions about your experience regarding the 
demonstration classroom and will require approximately 15 minutes of your time 
to meet with me virtually via Microsoft Teams. You may refuse to answer any 
question or discontinue your involvement at any time without penalty. If at any 
time you discontinue the interview, your data will be discarded. I will be 
recording the interview; however, your responses will be kept strictly 
confidential, and data will be stored in secure computer files in a secure storage 
location. Any report of this research that is made available to the public will not 
include your name or any other individual information by which you could be 
identified. Your decision to participate will not affect your current or future 
relationship with Lincoln Memorial University nor your current or future 
relationship with your school or district. 
The study involves minimal risk and is an effort to improve English 
Language Arts professional development learning for elementary English 
Language Arts teachers. To prepare for this study, I am asking you to reflect on 
your visit to the Elementary English Language Arts Demonstration Classroom in 
the spring of 2020 and share your ideas, knowledge, and experience with me. 
This research has been approved by the Lincoln Memorial University’s 
Institutional Review Board. If you have any questions about your rights as a 
participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, you may 
contact Dr. Kay Paris, Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, Institutional 
Review Board at 423-869-6834. Additional contact information is available at 
www.lmunet.edu/administration/office-of-research-grants-and-sponsored-
programs-orgsp/institutional-review-board-irb  
Please see the informed consent document attached. To schedule a time 
for an interview, please include at least two dates and times you would be 
available on the informed consent document. I will send an invitation via 
Microsoft Teams to meet with you to ask seven questions about your experience.  
Thank you for your consideration to participate in my doctoral study.  
 
        Danielle Hamilton
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Teacher Email for Informed Consent
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Dear Teacher’s Name, 
 My name is Danielle Hamilton, and I am conducting a study about 
teachers’ perceptions of the ELA demonstration classroom experience. You will 
find an informed consent document attached to this email. It provides further 
information and a space for your signature. I am asking that you read and sign the 
consent form if you are willing to participate in this study and provide two 
optional dates and times we could meet via Microsoft Teams.  
 You may scan the signed document and email it back to me or place the 
document in school mail to: 
Danielle Hamilton 
1000 N Central Street 
Knoxville, TN 37918 
 
If you decide to participate, I will send an invitation through Microsoft 
Teams for a 15 minute interview. If you have any questions or need further 








Candidate Name: Danielle Hamilton 
Date of Interview: 
Time Interview Began: 




Interviewer (I):  
This interview should take approximately 15 minutes. 
 
Do you mind if I record our conversation? 
  
The demonstration classrooms provide professional development for 
teachers who seek to better understand the types of planning and instructional 
shifts necessary to support effective literacy instruction.  
 
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, you visited the ELA demonstration 
classroom during the 2020 spring semester as a teacher. You observed the 
literacy block from beginning to end and debriefed with the teacher in the 
classroom to understand the science of reading instruction and to gain insight 
into their instructional decision-making. 
 
My goal is to better understand your experience regarding the 
demonstration classroom. I am gathering data to shed light on certain aspects of 
the visits for improved teacher learning. Considering you visited a demonstration 
classroom last spring, you are a valuable part of the meaningful data for 
improving professional development. 
 
Your responses will remain confidential.  
 
You will be provided a printed copy of the transcript of this interview to 
offer you the opportunity to check for accuracy and correct any information upon 
request. 
 
You may end the interview at any time. Just tell me you want to stop. 
Your decision to discontinue the interview or to decline altogether will have no 
impact on your job position. 
 
Do you understand everything so far? 
 
Do you have any questions? 
 
Do you consent to participating in this interview? 
 
May we begin? 
 
Participant (P): Participant Affirmation(s) 
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1. What grade level do you teach and how many years have you been teaching? 
2. What was your motivation for visiting a demonstration classroom? 
3. Tell me about your most recent experience with the ELA Demonstration 
Classroom. 
4. Describe what you noticed about the literacy instruction. 
5. What, if any, instructional practices have you implemented in your classroom 
following the visit? 
6. What factors, if any, supported your implementation of instructional 
practices? 
7. Would you recommend the ELA demonstration classroom experience to a 
colleague? Why or why not? 
 
